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I-Team misinformation warrents correction
2

Two letters to the editorand an
investigationby The Spectator uncovered a story (l-teamfights for
campus transportation)inMay 25
issue containingfalsifiedinformation.
This is the rewrite.

NICOLE RETANA

Editor-in-Chief

It's not uncommon

to

stumble

upon two students grousing over
theprice of transportation. Theusual

complaints follow gas prices and
expensiveparkingpasses.But more
and more often, the conversationis
turning to the price ofmass transit,
questioning why SU is not able to
offer special passes withextraperks
like neighboring universities.

Fortunately, their complaints
ha«e not fallen on deafears.Forthe
past two quarters theASSUInves-

tigative Team (I-Team), a new
ASSU research committee, have
focused theirefforts to researching
anddevelopinganew student transitprogram. Andas aresultof their
sweatstudents arenow able to trade
their state ID's or driver's license
—
in exchange for a bus pass for
free.For now, the "Check-It-Out"
Pass systemisonly atrialprogram,

in fact, "each quarter all UW stusentative and I-Team director, dents (35,000) pay an automatic
hopes to sec the programblossom $35 charge in their tuition billing
into a fully funded serviceby next for the [U-Pass] whether they reyear.
questedit ornot," accordingtoMike
Currently, student's can check Sletten, SU's Public Safety Manout one of the 10 available passes ager.
In an e-mail Sletten explained
from the Campus AssistanceCenter in the Student Center. The pass how UW students must opt out of
must be returned by noon the fol- the program and return the pass in
lowingday, which is okay for stu- ordertoget theirmoneyback.Likedents who use the pass to catch a wise, he said, "each quarter all
late movie or dinner downtown or SCCC (10,000) students are required to pay a $10 transportation
in the University District.
According to Cassey Hussey, a fee. After the fee payment, a stuliberal studies major whoworksat dent with 10 or more credits can
the CAC, the programhasbecome then purchase a three-month Goverypopular. "Wehave ten passes pass for $75, orpurchase aparking
and usually by the endof the day permit."
they're allchecked out," she said.
According to Wong, the I-Team
.According to Wong, the"Check- liked the SPU program better beIt-Out" Pass was modeled after a cause it offered a "free and conveprogramoffered bythe studentgov- nient way to get around the city."
ernment ofSeattle Pacific Univer"What ourresearch shows is that
sity. TheI-Team Carl Bergquist, UW, SPU, andthe SCCsystem are
EdwinDizon, Talsim van Hattum, all takingconsiderable effortto ac—
John Melton, and Wong also re- commodate theirstudents through
searched the "U-Pass" and "Go- programsandincentives.SUis the
pass" offered by University of onlyfour-yearurban institution,and
Washington and Seattle Central yet has not innovated a means for
Community College,respectively. itsstudents to utilize thebenefits of
However,the U-Pass is billedas its surroundingcity," Wong said.
beingfree toallUWstudents when
"Parking passes and current
but BeverlyWong,minorityrepre-

—

prices and bus passes purchased
through the university are stillvery
expensive to students. While the
parking problem cannot be easily
solved,I
feel that theleast theUniversity can do is to get students
access to public transit."
—
The team anidea Wong worked
into a reality after nearly a year of
—
planning and recruiting was created to provide, "needed backgroundresearch, investigation and
analysisof University related policies, initiatives,and issues that affect the Seattle University student
body," according to their mission

basis.

statement.
"Ihad the idealast yeartohave a

is that the I-Team is solely a re-

team to

research issues that the

President, Executive Board, or

ASSU thought were important,"
said Wong.
Originally the team, was simply
going to, "research the transportation problems on area campuses.
However, we ended up spending
more time on it than we had
planned," said Wong. "In the end,
ourfindings and follow-up talkswith
Mike Sletten have opened up the
overall issue of transportation. The
buspass check-outsystem is asmall
solution tohelp alleviate a problem

that will take wellintothe future to
workout."
According to Wong, "[we] decidedit wasimportant becausestudents talk about transportationproblems. We saw other campus' who
offered bus programs and we
wanted to assist students to really
get out andabout.
Currently Wong is working on a
proposal to submit to Student Development Vice President Tim
Leary WonghopesStudent Development will agree to take over and
fund the program on a full-time

.

"What needs to beremembered
search team. Itdoes not take action
on the proposals it recommends,"
said Wong. "It is an example of
how to breakdowntasks within an
organization, by decentralizing
policy research and subsequent
policy advocacy."
Her dreamis to see the program
in full swing by fall quarter 2003.
"It wouldbeidealifStudentDe-

velopment could institute the bus
pass check-out system inthe fall,"
said Wong, "as a way of introducing the incomingfreshmento using
the public transit system."

SU graduates are off to take on the world
JEAN WAHLBORG

StaffReporter

Injust two weeksthe seniorclass

will move their tassels fromleft to

theygained in fouryears ofeduca- sure to get a job. However, with the tional Association of Colleges and
'There are a lot of social work
tion. They will take with them a current falteringeconomy, jobs are Employers,42.4percentofsurveyed positions available but most arereliberalarts education,a degree,and not guaranteed for college gradu- employers plan to hire fewer new quiring master's degrees,"
most likely a lot ofdebt. Since pay- ates as they wereseveral yearsago. grads than they didlast year." With Asbjornsen said. She will take a
ments on loans start almost as soon
A recent article publishedby E- so many highly qualified people year off but will definitely go to

right and theirlives intogear.Leavingbehindtheirdormrooms,back- as the graduate returns from cel- commerce News tells the sad state
packs, and textbooks, seniors will ebrating their rite of passage, stu- of employment for 2003 's graduatfinally be ready to utilize the skills dents are under considerable pres- ing seniors: "According to the Na-
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unemployedright now, companies
know they can be picky about who
they hire and are looking for employees thatneed theleastamount
of training. This means companies are morelikely to hire some-

one who has worked in the field
for a numberof years than a recent
collegegraduate.
Adding to the problem is the
sheer number of people competing for work. According to the

Bureau of Labor Statistics, the
national unemployment rate in
April was 6%, or about 9 million
people.Meanwhile,only about3
million positions are open.
Because of the slow economy,
some seniors are opting to attend
graduate school, hoping the employment market will improve in
a couple of years.

"I wanted to get my doctorate
and the economy sucks," senior
Psychology major Sierra Swing
said. Swing wants to earn a doctorate inClinical Psychologyand
is enrolled in Argosy (formally
the Washington SchoolofProfes-

sional Psychology) for next fall.
She hopes that by the time she's
done withher degree,the jobmarket willimprove.
When asked what she's doing
after graduation, senior Social

grad school because sherealizes to
find workin herfieldshe must earn
a master's.
Some seniors, on the other hand,

are finding the job search rather
easy.Nursingmajor ElisaRoth has
alreadybeenhired for a Registered
Nurse position at HarborviewHospital. She will be working in the
traumaorthopedics ward.Rothsaid
sheapplied for the job,interviewed
and was hired.
'The [nursing students] who applied early are [finding work], but
the people who waited awhile are
findingthe positionsare fillingup,"
Roth said.
Many seniorsare trying to lineup
summer jobsright now, and then
will worry about amorepermanent
position in the fall. Senior Creative
Writingmajor Michele Finazzo will
spendher summer teaching sailing
in San Diego, but after that, her
employment future is unclear.She
says she will apply for a position at
a yacht club in San Francisco that
she recently heard about, but it
would onlybe temporary.Finazzo
wants toattend graduate schoolafter taking a year off and earn a
master's of fine arts.
Tofind work,a senior must sometimes tryan untapped market.Theology major Noel Ramirez is currentlyapplying withacompany that
helps findjobsfor mascots.Ramirez
said Disneyland is hiring, but you
have to be under 4 foot 8, so he's
automatically out of that one.
Howeverheis keepinghis hopes

Work major Tammy Asbjornsen
"That's the 10,000 dollar
question.Iliterally haveno idea."
Many seniorsare in the same boat
as Asbjornsen. She will go home
for a few weeks to see her family
andthen comeback toher Capitol up that somewhere a costume is
Hill apartment and keep looking waiting for him.
For those still looking for work
for work. She's looking into jobs
from the State of Washington as can contact the Career Developwellas mental healthprofessions. ment Center at x6OBO.
said,

News
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Car prowls cause CPS patrols, crime notices
Scan Reid
StaffReporter

Campus Public Safety(CPS) officials posted crime advisory no-

tices and have increased patrols
around the Murphy and Broadway
parking garagesin the wake offour
cases of auto prowling. Since
Wednesday, May 21, CPS drivers
at bothgarages havebeenreporting
instances of forced entry andmissing items from their vehicles.
"We're focusing extrapeople at
both garages at all times," Mike
Sletten,Public SafetyManager said,
adding thatofficers arepatrollingin
both uniforms and plainclothes.
"People havebeen there at three in
themorning andthreein afternoon,"
he said.
To prevent more auto prowls,
Sletten hopes the crime advisory
posters around the parking areas
"/ill encourage drivers to lock up
their doors and remove expensive
belongings thatmight catchathiefs
eye. In addition to suggestions of
steering wheelclubsandcar alarms,
thepostersalsoprovide driverswith
emergencyphone numbers in case
they spot suspicious activity.
The four most recentautoprowls

exhibited signs of forced entry,
thoughsometheftsshowednosuch
indications. On Wednesday,May
28, acampusmember reportedtheir
cell phone stolen fromtheir vehicle
butfound only theirpassenger door
unlocked, with no broken handles
or windows.
Slettenbelieves thestringof auto
prowlsmay in fact be two or more
individuals with differing techniques.Hesaidthat theuseof tools
such as a "slim jim" a piece of
sheet metal, which unlocks
— doors
without damaging them arecommon in autoprowls.
The two instances of forced entry havebeen broken windowsand
occurred both in the Broadway
garage and the MurphyGarage on
1 1thandE.Cherry St.IntheBroadway auto prowl onThursday,May
29, at around 4:45 p.m.,the victim
reported the disappearance oftheir
car stereo and a case of CDs. A
CPS staff person in the Murphy
garage onthe same day discovered
another vehicle with a broken

get," Sletten said.
Sletten said that one of the riskiest things for a driver todo isleave
expensiveitemson their dashboard
or somewhere in the car that lies in
full viewof a passersby.
"When one is seeing that it's just
ontheotherside ofthe glassthere. it
becomes a focus to get that," he
said.Since viewing the crime advisory posters thispast Monday,most
SUstaffpersonssay therisk ofauto
prowls has reentered their minds.
"It's not a huge concern," said
Lauren St. Pierre, administrative
assistant to the Communication
Department whoparks inthe Broadway garage.
"I try to park it where other cars
are to try and minimize the chance
of it," St.Pierre said,"butI'm probably more [concerned] than Iwas
beforeIstartedhearingstoriesabout
this problem."
Terry Lundmark, a graphic designer in SU's Publications office,
also leavesher carin the Broadway
garage during work hours.
driver'ssidewindow withthecar's Lundmark acknowledged she has
stereo faceplate removed.
autoprowls atother
'beenavictimof
"Almost allof the vehicles have locations within Seattle though she
had something for the prowler to hasn't suffered any instances atSU.

..

—

"I do know other people in the
office who had their cars broken
into," Lundmark saidof the Broadway garage."Chris and another designer named Heather [two other
peoplein the office],both had their
cars broken into."
As a precaution,Lundmark said
she removes any expensive items
from her car or just tucks themunder her seat to keep them out of
view. Though she remains mindful
of the risk, Lundmark also said she
doesn't seehercar beingtargetedin
the near future.
"I don't have a really nice car,
there's no stereo, so Idon't think
anyone would break intoit."
Sletten said that all drivers parking inboth garagesdo park at their
ownriskandthe universityassumes
no liability for damages incurred to
vehicles or for stolen items.
Sletten reported there is no surveillance in the Broadway garage,
though Murphydoeshave a CCTV
system, which public safety officials recently used to find a person
of interest related to an incident of
malicious mischief.
Parking attendantsareon hand in
the Broadway garage during the

morning rush hour until around
noon,Sletten said.However,healso
revealed that most ofthe autoprowl
occurrences took place in the late
afternoon and nighttime hours.
Sletten reported that normal CPS
response time to garages can be
three to fourminutes, thoughpublic
safetyofficials onnearbypatrol can
usually make it there in under one
minute.
AlthoughCPSroutinely responds
to incident calls on campus, Sletten
said they often coordinate with the
Seattle Police Department to catch
criminals on andnear campus. For
the auto prowlers, Sletten anticipatesthecollaboration willbe a key
part in a future arrest.
"We are talking directly through
the central dispatchers at SPD to get
someone caught,"Sletten said,"It's
OKtocall9l l.don'tget me wrong,
but it's proven time and time again
thatwe'ye beenable tocatch people
ourselves and with the PDbecause
we'reable to get everybody in the
right place and at the right time."
Sletten said that any individuals
seeing an autoprowl or suspicious
activity are encouraged by CPS to

call (206) 296-5911.

Ginger Lime makes Sundays charitable

Abigaillaxa

Staff Photographer

Ever wonderhow you can help
and donate to a good cause? It's
easier thanyouthink.Ginger Lime,
the Vietnamese restaurant across
the street fromSeattle University's
BellarmineResidenceHall,donates

allof its Sundayprofits to support
various organizations.

Every Sunday, Ginger Lime
opensits doors between the hours
ofsp.m. to9 p.m. socustomers can
enjoy healthy Vietnamese cuisine
while,at the same time, donating
money to a good cause.
Anna and Daniel Nguyen,owners of Ginger Lime, were approached by their staff with the

ideaof keepingthe restaurantopen after that $250," Anna said. "100
on Sundays and donate the profits percent of the day's profits."
toorganizations inneed of money.
Currently, Ginger Lime's main
goal
The staff works for free on Sunis to help out the Sisters of
daysand donates theirtime tocook Holy Names.
up and servemealsfor theorganizations they are donatingto.

"Originally, we wereclosed on
Sundays," Anna said."Butthestaff
came up with the idea, that if they
could run the restaurant,to keepit
open. My husband andIwerelike,
'Let's go for it!'"
Ginger Lime donates every
penny of the Sundayprofits to the
organization. They factor in rent
and the cost of food, which normally works out to about $250.
"So, it's everything above and

The Sistersof Holy Names has a
programwhere they areplanning to
send two or three nuns to do mis-

sionary work in Vietnam.
"We're supporting their cause,"
Anna said. "And, as we get more
money, we'regoingtoexplore more
organizations we can donate to."
For the summer, Annaand Daniel
also aim to work onand establish a
Ginger Lime scholarship.
GingerLime's generosity isprobably greatly influenced by the Seattle University's emphasis on ser-

vice as both Anna and Daniel are teaflavorsandis theclosestplace to
graduates ofSUin the class of '97. get bubble tea outside of campus.
Most Seattle University students
SU students should be glad to
face,
by
they
know Daniel
even if
know that Ginger Lime offers stuit,
really
appears
don't
know as he
dentdiscounts on food items every
inalmostallofSU' s undergraduate

admissions materials.
Ginger Lime opened in March
and has been serving up hot bowls
of noodles and authentic dishes
servedoversteaming beds of white
rice to anxious customers.
Theirmenu satisfies many tastes
with a variety of dishes, including
several vegetarianoptions. Ginger

staff.
If it's Sunday and you can't figure out where you wanttoeat,check
outGinger Lime and help themout.
Whatbetter way toenjoy yourmeal,
than to know that you're contributLimealsoservesa numberofbubble ing to a great cause.

CLP dares to read
KIMBURLY ERVIN

StaffReporter

INeed 100 & 200 Level Credits??
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North Seattle
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Monday toFridaybetweenthehours
of 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Justbe sure to remember to bring
alongyour studentI.D. to show the

students were hooked.

"Ilike thebooks. They're excit-

Inan effort to increaseinterest in ing," said a clubmember."Carlyn
reading among local students, the is nice and she doesn't treat us like
Children's Literacy Project along little kids."
with Bailey Gatzert Elementary
"This is the most fun I've ever
Schoolintroduceda book club to 15 had reading,"saidanotherbookclub

fortunate fifth grade students.
Three Seattle University students— freshmen Jennifer Konechy
and Katrina Hale and sophomore
—
Carlyn Zaugg whohave been tu-

member.
Each week students are asked to
read an assigned amount and to

toring at BaileyGatzertthrough the
volunteered to be book club
leaders for the experimental ven-

fostergroup discussions, alongwith

CLP,

answerdiscussionquestionsintheir

journals. Thevolunteerleaders then

organizing activities and projects
thatrelateboth to the bookand the
ture.Konechy,Haleand Zaugg were children's life.
anxious to volunteer to fuel the enNot only has CLP volunteered
gagement of students with reading timeand energy to get the students
and to help students become better hooked on reading, but they doreaders by sharing their love for nated 40 books, 15 journals,pens,
literature.
and even weeklysnacks that will be
"A lot of what this is about is used by thebook club.
motivatingkids to read," said Sally
CLP would like to continue this
Haber, CLP Director."We are try- program. Formed in 1990, CLP tuing to make this really special for tors have been helping Gatzert stuthem."
dents improve their reading skills,
in
this
participating
The students
self-esteemandmotivation to learn.
are
Park's
endeavor
from Debbie
This quarter alone, 65 CLP tutors
fifth grade class. At the first meet- are volunteering at Bailey Gatzert.
ing, the groups chose names, disFor moreinformation abouthow
cussedrulesand beganreadingtheir working with CLP visit
new books.By the second week the www.seattleu.edu/soe/clp.
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Security Report
Robin Harris (Be-Be's Kids)
eight hoursadaysmoking ajoint, On panhandlers'.
Austin l.Burton
lookingthroughthe wantadstalk"They're always asking for
Co-Managing Editor
about,
'Damn,
was
early
ing
baby,
job
spare
change. What the f*** is
the
favorite
the
Scarface

for the last Security Report of the
year,but Ifigured Tony Montana
drops a few toomany F-bombs to
get some printable material. In
other words, Al Pacino's legenda. y character,asRalphiesays about
his father in A Christmas Story
(another one of my favorite movies), "Worked in profanity like
other artists worked inoils or water color."
Friday After Next was another
option, just tocompete the trilogy,
buttobehonest I
wasdisappointed
onceIsaw it.Pinky's part wasn't
nearly as funny as inNextFriday.
SoIwent with ahidden classic:
RobinHarris' Be-Be's Kids comedy album, way back from 1989.
If you haven'theard of Harris before,he wasinafew movies (House
Party, Do The Right Thing, Mo'
Better Blues, Harlem Nights and
I'm Gonna Git You Sucka) but
died in 1990 at just 36 years old,
when hiscareer was reallystarting
to take off. My sister and Ihave
—
been listening to this album
which spawned the animated BeBe'sKidsmovie(1992) since we
were little (maybe that's what's
wrong with u5...). And while it
may be a little...urn, crude...it's
damn funny.

—

sparechange?Get yo'a**aspare
situation's looking kinda sad.'
Theybe thinkinga jobisgonna job. Then you'll have
come up to the house, knocking some...spare change."
Wednesday,5-28-03
on the door.
'Who isit?'
Whenastudent left her bag unat'Job.'"
tended on the lawn outside of the
Saturday, 5-24-03
Lynn Building for about five minAt 2:30 a.m., a Campus Public utesat4:25p.m., shecame back and
Safety officer discovereda vehicle found it was stolen. The bag conwith its rear window broken out in tained a CD player, CDs, books, a
the 11 th&E.Jamesparkinggarage. checkbook andher wallet,among
A rock was found in the back seat. other things. The victim said she
Once the owner was notified and didn't see anyone around the area,
checked the car, nothing was re- and witnessesin the areadidn't see
ported missing.
anything suspicious either.

Impersonatingex-boxersMichael
andLeonSpinks as third-graders:
'"Micah,what OP MacDonald

have?'
'Stupid,hehada farm!'
Leon said, 'How you spell
'farm?"
'E-I-E-I-O!How youthink you
spell it?"'
Wednesday, 5-28-03
At 2 a.m., CPS saw a group of
individuals removing a stop sign
from the first floor of the 1lth& E.
James garage. The group split up
when CPS approached, but one of
them gotcaught and wasidentified
as anSUstudent. Theylater admitted to having consumed alcohol. It

On security guards:
"I saw a mall security guard
wearinghouseshoes.Hadaflashlight and some house shoes on.
What's he gonna do? Ican see
him trying to arrest somebody
like, 'Come on. Come on outta
there,now.Youknow I
see ya.'"
Wednesday, 5-28-03
A campus community member
saidthey hadtheircellphonestolen
from their car. The victim remembered parking in the 11th & E.
Cherry parkinggarage between5:30
p.m. and 7:45 p.m. the previous
night,butdidn't figure out thephone
wasmissing until thenextmorning.
No signs of forced entry were ap-

was notreported whether ornot the

parent.

On lazy,unemployedmen:
student ratted out their partners.
"They sit around the house

OnAIDS:
"Alot ofy'all didn't
know whatAIDSwas
whenitfirstcame out

Peoplethought it was
a welfarecheck.They
was talking about,
'Damn, where my
AID at? Iwant me
some AIDS.'"
Thursday, 5-29-03
A staff member parked in the
Broadway garage at 8 a.m. When
they came back at 4:30 p.m., their
car had been broken into and two
bags of clothes had been stolen.
There wereno signsofforced entry.

another one. You be at the bus
stopandhe'sriding.Youbelike,
'Where yougoin...in MYcar?'"
Thursday, 5-29-03
In the Broadwaygarage at 4:30
p.m., a vehicle was found with a
driver's side window broken out.
The victim reported the car stereo
and a CD case missing.

On hisfather:

"My daddy used to tease us, On living in LA.:
like,'Idon'tknow whyy'allcan't
"I went to a Lakers game, I
walk to school. Weused to walk was sitting up so high up the
20miles to go to school.'
concession man wouldn't come
'Oh, that's why you didn't upthere. Talkingabout,'You'll
'
graduate? You was tired?"
have to comedownhere! That's
Thursday,5-29-03
A female student in the Murphy
Apartments got into a fight with
some guy (presumably her boyfriend) at around 9:15 p.m. The
woman slappedthe man, who is not
a student,andhehither ontheback.
Bothdeclinedto reportthe incident
topolice. The guy wasescorted off
campus and givena trespass warning.

whyI
love Clipper games. You
can sit anywhereyou want. One
day I
wore my tennis shoes and
sat with the team."
Friday, 5-30-03
AnRAin BellurmineHallcalled
CPS at 9:45 a.m. to report that a
man had been escorted from the
building after he entered a
resident'sroom who didn't know
him. CPS later learned the man
hadbeen seen taking money from
On car theft:
a staffmember's walletearlier that
"Somebody can steal your car day.CPS tried to catch up with the
and get out jail before you get man, but he wasn't found.

Crossing Madison not safe SMAC gives out
$52,000 to groups
Staff
LAUREN FARRICKER

Reporter

SU studentshavebecome all too
accustomed to jaywalking across
busy streets to reach their destination. One of thethreats of attending
an inner-city university is getting
Kit by a car. For students, it is incredible how inclusive SUcan feel,
but what happens when a student
needs to step off campus?
For Public Safety, it has been a
struggle to get crosswalks put in
across campus. And the proposed
Madison Avenue crosswalk is the
topicof much speculation.Thisproposed crosswalk has become the
center for increased attention from
boththeadministrationand students,
because of the recent ASSU elections. This project became a key
issue in thecandidatestatements fot
the position of ASSU President.
With the electionover,studentsand
staff ponder whether this safety issue will getaddressed.
Madison Avenue is a very busy
street, and Seattle has some of the
worst traffic in the UnitedStates.
An argumentunfolds as follows:
why obstruct a busy street when
there are two other crosswalks already onMadison? Students argue
that they are major contributors to
the community and a crosswalk is
neededbecause people are putting

According toMikeSletten, Managerof PublicSafety,although there
havebeenno pedestrians whohave
been hit at this intersection,but itis
a risk. This Madison crosswalk is
difficult to campaign for, because
SUdoesn't own the street; the City
ofSeattledoes.Foraproject suchas
this to become a reality, factors
need to be taken intoconsideration
suchas traffic,how many students
use thecrosswalk,howmuchlonger

itwould take the student to walk to
one of the two other designated
crosswalkson Madison.
When traveling on Madison it
becomesa sort of traffic jam when
a Metro bus needs to stop. What
kind of an effect will a crosswalk
have during peakdriving times, on
the flow of traffic?
The SU campus is set up to be
separated from the rest of theurban
community.Thisismainlyachieved
bylimiting thenumberof entrances
andexits tothecampus. Thesewalkways to the Seattle community are
known as portals. Most of the portals on campus havea crosswalk to
provide students and staff with
safety from the dangers of the busy
city streets. When studentsneed to
leave campus from the Admin/
Madison portal, they must stop.
Compared to other exits off campus, there is no designated rite of
their lives at risk constantly at that way for the pedestrian, and conseintersection, byillegally crossing. quently a student needs to be cau-

tious of cars traveling at approximatespeeds of30-35miles perhour.

Cisco Smith, ASSU President
electfor the 2003-2004 school year
has already begun to discuss with
executives about the reality of the
jaywalking situation at this intersection.
"Iacknowledge theneed and am
actively trying to inquire andbasically investigate the reality. Investigating sides bothways shows the
conflicts of the pendulums from
bothsidesofthecommunity,"Smith
said.
The issue for ASSU is dealing
with the City of Seattle and the
Department of Transportation to
increase awareness about the situationand the threat which itholds for
SU students.
Analisa Castaneda, the ExecutivePresidentelectof ASSU,shows
her concern for students in another
way,"This project could take years
toapprove,andin manycases would
require a lot of work and permits
with the city," she said.
"Woulditbemore logical to put
this sort of effort into another
project, which wouldbe beneficial
to the students?"*
Administrators and students are
workingtogether and trying to gain
support for the project. But until
any big decisions are made please
proceed withcaution when leaving
the SU campus.

"
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Mark Bonicillo
Copy Editor
On Friday, May 30, the Student
Money Allocation Committee, a

new committee formed to disperse
studentprogramming money,heard
proposals from seven studentorganizations and then distributed
$52,000amongthose student organizations.
Of the seven organizations that
requested funding, only five were
given funds by SMAC.
Even more,all those five groups
received less than what they requested.
The Spectatorand the Residential Housing Association (RHA)
weredenied funding.
The Associated Students of SeattleUniversity(ASSU), Athletics/
Rat Pack, the Graduate Student
Council (GSC), the student radio
station (KSUB) and the Student
Events and Activities Council
(SEAC) allreceived portions of the
grant.

$6,000; Athletics/RatPack $11,400;
GSC $6,480; KSUB $7,600; and
SEAC $20,520.
Thecommittee wascomposedof
sevenmembers, each arepresentativeof the sevenstudent organizations requesting money. Scan
O'Neill, ASSU President, was the
chair.
The committee members heard
proposals from 2 p.m.to 3:30 p.m.
Thedeliberationprocesslasted from
3:30 to 5:30 p.m.on that same day
and thecommittee made theirdecisions immediately after deliberations.
Commenting on the appropriationprocess, ASSUPresident-elect
Cisco Smith commented, "Some
decision making by the committee
could be improved if the process
was not done inhaste."
According to O'Neill,the deliberation process consisted mostly
prioritizing what were the most
important needs for the students as.
a whole.
Considering thatSMAC wascreated this year, O'Neill said, "For a
beginning process, it went flawless."
TimLearyhad the final say in the
decision process.In the end,he accepted all the decisions from the

TheBoard of Trusteesincreased
funding for Student Development
in the amount of $52,00, whichTim
Leary, Vice-President of Student
Development,entrusted to the student organizations themselves to
distribute the money.
Of the $52,000, ASSU received committee.

Snorts
Matt Hulen, men's soccer

The Spectator recognizes the c/o 2003 senior student-athletes. Nate Zell, Austin
Burton,NicoleRetana,Jean WahlborgandCarlBergquisthelped compilethis report.

Jennifer Lichtenberger, women's soccer

Despite all of the surgeries and rehab,
though, the St.Francis (Sacramento)High
I
School alumna and wnsareguI
lar starter forward for the
The seniorcommunications II
Redhawks inher junior and semajor hasbeenrepeatedly bit- II
niorseasons.winningtheteam's
ten by the injury bug over the II
Most Improved Player award
years, including tearing the >VAVAVAVAVAVAVH in2001.Lichtenbergerwasalso
ACLinherleft kneetwice.As II
a two-time GNAC Academic
All-Star, and recorded seven
a result,Lichtenbergerplayed I
I
goals and six
in just SS games in four years II
in her caat SU.Compare thatto fellow I
I
reer.
seniors Nichole Sauvageau and DeeDee
So was all the pain worth it? "Soccer is
Martiniello, whoplayed in83 and78games, such a big part of my life. When I
look back
respectively, and you get the true picture of atcollege, thefirst thingthat's goingtocome
to my mind is soccer,"she said.
-A.B.
[Lichtenbergcr's struggles.

If the phrase "You get out of it what you
put into it," holds true, than soccer owes
Jennifer Lichtenberger big I

Nichole SaUVageaU, women's soccer
The superlativescome flying frompeople's also fifth inassists among women (20) and
lips when they talkaboutNichole Sauvageau. thirdin points (110).
A first team all-conference selection at
Outstanding.Wonderful.Great.Super. Aweforward ineachof her four years
some. Pick one and you'll
at SU,Sau vageauwon theGNAC
hearit at leastonce,whether
the person is describing
Player of the Year award as a
sophomore and again as a junior,
on
Nichole's talent the field
or her personality off of it.
as well as GNAC Freshman of
And once you meet the sethe Year in 1999. Nichole was
nioraccountingmajororsee
alsoatwo-time GNACAcademic
All-Star, was twice named SU
her play, it's easy to see
what all the praise is for.
Female Student-Athlete of the
Year,and once named SU's FeSauvageau leaves SU as
male Athlete of the Year. Oh
arguably the school's alltime best soccer player male or female. yeah, she also earned all-region and allTheRenton native and Liberty HS product Americanrecognition four years in arow.
holds the SU women's career record for
Andthe praisejustkeepscoming."Everygoals scored (45), ranking second all-time body coming into this program has learned
for both programs(Kurt Swanson, c/o '99, from Nichole,"SU coach Julie Woodward
-A.B.
scored 58 goalsin his career).Sauvageauis said. "She's a great role model."

—

DeeDee Martiniello,

women's soccer

Diane Martiniello'snickname was "Band Julie Woodward said.

Camp" as a freshman, a nod to the flighty

The diminutive DeeDee, who stands just
goals
five feet tall,
scored nine goals
tall, scorednine
five
andmade 14assists (ninth-best
in school history) at SU, dealways asking questions," exspite not becoming a regular
plained teammate Nichole
starteruntilhersenior year.The
Buriennativeand KennedyHS
Sauvageau.
grad, ahumanitiesandaccountFouryears later,everyonejust
calls her "DeeDee," as the seing major, was a two-time
nior midfielder has grown into
GNAC Academic All-Star.
As DeeDee moves on, she
one of theRedhawks' most mature players. She is someone
leaves more than one legacy
who has made us a betterteam over the past with the program; her younger sister Julie,
four years due to her work ethic in practice, also a Kennedy product, will be playing for
in games and in the classroom," SU coach the Redhawks next fall.
-A.B.
characterfromtheAmericanPie
movie series."She was all over
the place and all confused and

Carlos SiqueirOS, cross country/track
One of the originators of the track and
field program at SU, Carlos Siqueiros has
runcross country andtrack eventsall fourof
his years at SU. Before he arrived at SUhe
was also a four-year cross country letter
winnerand three-year track letter winner for
Silver Creek HS in his
hometown of San Jose,
California.
While at SU, Siqueiros
has run some impressive
personal records. In the
5,000-meter run,hisrecord
is 15:37 and in the 8,000meter run 26:03. Last year
he finished sixth at the
GNACconference meet. At
this year's GNAC championship meet he finished

fifth in the 10,000-meter run witha time of
33:26.42. However,Siqueirosfinished third
inthe same event earlier this season withan
even better time of32:40.58.
SU track coach David Montgomery said

Siqueiros has helped to build the track programs at SU. Montgomery said Siqueiros

has set an excellent example for incoming
runners andhashelped tobring the program
up to the sizeit is today.
Siqueiros' favorite thingabout runningat
SU was hangingout with
the team. However, running in Seattle has its

downsides. A difficult aspect for him was "someof

thebrutal workoutsin the
snow and rain out at the
UW Track— also known
asthe 'UW wind tunnel.'"
A highlight of the year for
Siqueiros was qualifying
For the NAIA nationals in
10,000-meter run.
ion, Siqueiros will attend
and hopes to run his last
yearof eligibility there. Otherwise,he says,
"Imight join theReebok Aggiesandrun for
them."
-J.W.
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Accomplishments: Hulen finished his
three-year SU career with 13 goals and 11
assists. Themidfielder wasnamed as one of
the team's captains in his senior year. He is
currently on the roster of the Seattle Sounders of the professional A-League.
Coach's

perspective:

"Whatstands outabout Mattis
hisdedication andleadership,"
saidhead coach Pete Fewing.
"He's a quality guy but more
importantly aquality teamguy.
He has a terrific personality,
work ethicandhe's veryloyal.
"He's skillful;he workshard
and did a great job for us. He
organizes the guys, takes care
of his teammates and goes to
batfor them withthecoachingstaff.He'sgot
respect for the program and that's the big
one; his commitment to the program.
"He came incoming off a broken leg.He
wasn't a starter and didn't have a scholarship. Then when he could have gotten one,
he turned it down to make the team better.
That'sthekind of guyhe was.He's a terrific
soccer player and abetter person."
Most memorablemoment: "Definitely

going to nationals my junior year," Hulen
said. "It was pretty cool because we didn't
expect to go that far and we did."
Reflections: Hulen said he wouldlike to
leave behind his leadership and competitiveness. "I want the guys to always work
hard, wanting to win every
game. Hopefully my leadership rubs off on the guys next
year.

'To my teammates, Isay
goodluck. With thetalent they
have next year they can win
thenational championship. It's
just a matter of how far they
want to take it.
'To the SU fans, the teamis
going to be great. There are
guys that are going tobe playing in the pros.
Youmight as well go out and see them for
free whileyou have the chance."
Future: He said he plans to continue to
pursue opportunitieswiththe Sounders fora
few years before possiblymoving toEurope
to try and play professional soccer there.
'That's my ultimate goal," Hulen said. "If I
can do that, I'm going to try to."
-N.Z.

Kelly Fullerton, cross country/ track
"It was amazing,Kelly just showed up at
ouroffice her sophomore year and asked if
she could run," coach David Montgomery
said. Though Kelly Fullerton had no previous track or cross country experience, she
has certainlymade a name for
herself in her three years running forSU.
"My favorite thingaboutrunning at SU is the people that I
have met," Fullertonsaid."Everyone on our team, including
our coaches, are outstanding
people and Ihavelearned alot
aboutdedicationandhardwork
from them. We always have fun [together].
"Ithink the hardest thing about running is
themental aspectstoit. Everysingleday that
Irun, whether it's at practice or in a race,
there's a point during the workout, when it
really starts to hurt, that Ihave to make a
decision. It's difficult because Iknow that
deciding to push myself means pain, but
that's what Ihave todo to improve."

Kellybeganrunningforcross countryonly
beat out allof her
teammates,proving herself to be the team's
top runner.She wassecondin theconference
for cross country this season and earned a
spotinnationalsfor the 3,000-meter steeplechase last month, where she set her personal
two years ago, and soon

best timeof 10:51.69 and placedninth. Her
run at nationals came afterFullerton set new
course and league records while taking first
placein the2003GNACchampionshipmeet.
"My most memorablemomentis probably
during my first track season
when I was a

sophomore.
lomore

We were ata meet at Western
Washington, back in thedays
when our entire team fit into
one van. Kevin (Lybarger),
of course, had his football
with him so we challenged
some of the Westernrunners
to a game. We played until
we were the onlyonesleft in the stadium and

it was totally dark."
Fullertonalsoreceivedrecognitionfor academics as well, as she was selected for the
All-GNAC Track andField AcademicTeam
this year witha GPA of 3.45.
"I stillhave one yearof cross country and
track eligibility left andIwould really like to
useit.I'm applyingtograduateschools where
I
could run. After that,Iplanon still competing with a club or something. Ifeel like I'm
justgetting started with running, so I'dlike
tocontinue competing."
Fullerton is graduating with a double major in English andGerman.
■J.W.

Dave Neilsen, cross country/ track
"An all-around great guy," is how coach
DavidMontgomery describes DaveNeilsen.
Neilsen specializes in the 400-meter dash,
but has also competed in the 800 and 5,000meterruns. This year Neilsen competed with
teammates Todd Nishida, Matt Blame, and
KJ Koreth in the 4x400-meter
relay in the GNAC championship meet. Neilsen considers
this run a highlight of the year
forhimbecause the teamplaced
third, missing second place by
only a few one hundredths of a
second.
Neilsen came to SU from
Barrigoda, Guam, wherehe ran
for the Guam Junior Olympics
teama few yearsago.Hiscoaches saidNeilsen
just showed up at their office one day and
askedif SUhad a track team. At the timeSU
didn't, butpartially thanks to Neilsen'sleadership, a team soon developed.Montgomery
described Neilsen as a strong leader who
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reallytook charge of the team.
For Neilsen,thebest thingabout running is
the thrill of the race. "When you get to the
start line and your legs feel like Jell-O, and

then the gun goes off and it's just you and
seven guys battlingfor the finish," he said
"And the best part is when you
finish and you know that you
gave it 110 percent effort and
you feel the senseof victory,or
sometimes the irritation of defeat todrive [youto] comeback
and redeem yourself the next
race."

Aftergraduation,Neilsenwill
serve in the army as a Second

Lieutenant inField Artillery for)
two years before transferring to the Signal

Corps. He plans on trying out for the AllArmy Track andField Team and continuing
to compete for Guam in international track
competitions.
-J.W.

Sports
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Michael COX, men's basketball

Kevin Lybarger, cross country/track
After letteringfor two yearsat WestValley meter steeplechase with10:03. Last year he
High School in Spokane, Kevin Lybarger was named both an NAIA Academic Allcontinued his running career at Seattle Uni- American and aGNAC Academic All-Star,
versity onthe track and
Lybarger also competed
cross country teams.
in the Northwest InvitaLybarger helped start
tionalandconference and
regionalmeets, wherehe
the track program,and
according to coach
placed seventh on the
David Montgomery,has
team. His sophomore
really contributed to the
year, Lybarger received
nrogram's growth.
SU's Male Student AthWhen Lybarger
lete of the Year award.
started four years ago,
Off the track, he also
performs wellinhisstudthe team went to meets
in a Sedan. Now the
ies and is recognizedon
team fills two vans,
the school ofScienceand
Engineering'sDean'slist
thanks to Lybarger and
histeammates'enthusiand is a member of Tau
asmand leadership.
BetaPi,The Engineering
Thoughunable torun this season,Lybarger Honor Society. He is completing his degree
has performed well in his four years at SU. inElectrical Engineering.
Lybarger's personal recordsarein the 8,000-J.W.
meterrun with a time of 27:35 and the 3,000-

Courtney Tinesley, women's basketball
Accomplishments: Twice named to the
GNAC academic all-conference team.
Coach'sperspective: "Infour years,she

developed into one of the best defensive
centers in the conference," coachDaveCox
said. "She wasa type of kidin the program
you will always miss when they leave."
Cox said there was no particular game,
but just the wayTinsleyshutdown opposing
centers over a longstretch.
"Shewasn't' t a player whose
statsjumpedout at you,but

"It'sfunny after the first few weeks ofconditioning to see everyone walking around
campus like they're70andneeda walker. A
fewof us would have anafternoon class on
third floor of Admin, and would use the
elevator during conditioningweek.
"I won't miss the late-night practices
traveling and missing class fora week when
you're swamped with work and conditioning weeks where you fee
like you'recarryingarounc
a load of bricks on your

she was just a solid defensiveplayer. She wasa great

quads,and 10-and-10's.
"Overall Iam gratefu
student-athlete."
forallthe experiencesI've
Most memorable mohad. SU helpedmegrow a
ment: "My junior year in
lot as an athlete and a person.ComingfromArizona
January we played Central
Washington and beat them
the climate change was a
by one point with only a
little hard to adjust to at
first, but Seattle as a city
fewsecondsleftontheclock
on their home floor,"Tinsley said. "Deanna has really grownonmeand sodidSU. I
feel
(Cordova) wasdown on thelow blockand priviledgedand wouldn'tgive any ofit back
Mariko (Trias)dropped this dime of a pass for the world.
to her for a wide-openlay-up. It was funny
"The only thing missing was us beating
because like three of their players thought SPU on theirhome floor. We gotclose my
that Cal-Jean (Lloyd) was going to put up juniorseason. They're not that hotfor being
the last shot.We took a timeout rightbefore ranked first in the country. We could've
o'ir last possession with one secondleft on
killed them that game."
Cal,
planned
the clock and
to get theball to
Future:"Ifeel like I'm closing a chapter
They
wasn't
the
case.
in
my life and beginninga wholenew one,"
but that
were so foforgot
Tinsley
they
cusedonher that
aboutDchillin'"
said. "I think there are a lot of
all alonprlnwn low tnrlroninanraw hnrkpt
opportunities out there and it will be up to
Reflections: "I'llmiss the fun timesI
had me tofind them. Ifeel prepared and gained
the opportunity to share with my team- many things from basketball like motivamates. They are practically your family for tion, determination and such that will help
-C.B.
seven months of the year," Tinsley said. me after Igraduate."

TeHHubbel
Coach's perspective: "Shehad one year
eligibility whenshecame,"coachDaveCox
.aid. "She's a player Iadmire a great deal.
She didn't get as much playing time as anyone would
want,but she wasagreatteam
slayer that led by example."
Cox's favorite moment: "I
think thelastgame sheplayed,
seeingher score ona pull-up
jump shot. She always made
thoseinpractice, thatlasttime.
"She's a quality person,
withgreat work ethic,"hesaid.
Biography: After transferring to Seattle U in 2001, Ten sat out the
2001-02 season as a redshirt but had one
year ofeligibility left in which she brought
some of her experience to the Redhawks.
She added size, scoring and strength to the

Accomplishments: Cox averaged 2.4
pointsand 1.7rebounds pergameinhis only
year at SU.He stepped onto the team and
made animpacthaving
been out of basketball
for several years since
playing at Lakeridge
HS in Lake Oswego,
Oregon.
Coach's perspective:"MichaelCox was
a warrior," SU coach
Joe Callero said. "His
legacy willbemoreas a
practice guy. He was

always a toughpractice
player. He never went
to the trainer, never complained. He's 25
a lot of people don't realize that. People
don't realize the maturity he brought. He
helped a lot of the younger guys."
Most memorable moment: "The trip to
Humboldt State wasafun trip,"Cox said."It

—

SUbackcourt where she competed for minutes at the wing. In her collegiate career,
Ten has had stints at former PacWest foe
Western New Mexico, as
well as Chandler-Gilbert
andSouthMountain comunity colleges.
As a prep, she lettered
three years for Coconino
HS. She also lettered two
yearsinboth volleyballand
softball. She wasnameda
Native American Honor
Student at Coconino.
Hubbel is graduating
with a degree in general science.
She played in 11games this past season,
making herfirst startinthe Redhawks* final
game on Senior Night.
-C.B.

r

.

land ona cliff. Ialso had
fun hanging out with Nic

Lano and BP (Bryan
Peterson).They'regems."
Reflections: "I leave
my teammates with two
pieces of advice: people
should watch more Discovery Channel and
you've got to wear black
to be the enforcer and be
the guy whois willing to
gothrow down(Cox wore
mid-calf black socks to
games throughout the year).Next year [the
team will]potentially be lacking a presence
that wants to throw down.
"Also, volleyball andbasketball girls are
the best fans that SUhas for allsports!"
-N.Z,

Darnell Lyons, men's basketball
Accomplishments: Led the teamin scoring with 15.1ppgin his senior year and was
named to the All-GNAC second team.
Coach's perspective: "Darnell is going
toberemembered asone ofour firstrecruits.
He came in as a junior collegeplayerand
struggledthrough his
first year," Callero
said. "He waded
through some tough
times to have some
good times. Darnell
hasbeentheflavorof
oursquad thelastfew
years.Together with
Bryan,
Darnell

teamran sprints.They wereallmadbecause
they were running while Iwas watching.
Coach was extra hardon me after that. My
whole image was destroyed. He stillgives

me hell today for that."
Reflections: "I wouldlike
to leave my teammates with
the importance of using the
backboard whileshooting.I'm
well-knownfordoing thatand
would like that to rub off on
some of my teammates,"
Lyons said.
"To my teammates: Good
luck in the upcoming season.
Hopefully they can better
themselves from this year.

helped to build our
program.
"This year he showed his leadership and
developmentwhen he hit two free throwsto
tie the game against Central Washington
andsendthegame intoovertime.He stepped
up in thelast20minutes and showed that he
could take over a game and bang inside."
Memorable moment: "During my junior season,we were in Anchorage,Alaska,
andItried tosneak out of my room,"Lyons
remembers. "Coach Callero caught me and
made me get up at 6 a.m. to run fivemiles.
Then Ihad to watch while the rest of the

'To the fans: Ihope they
as much as
possible. Sometimes theycriticize the teams
here at SU, but a lot ofhow wedohas todo
with fan support. Iwouldask them to support athletics as muchas they can,because it
helps out."
Thefuture: "I'vebeen workingoutin the
gym,but it'shardwith classes,"Lyons said.
"I'm going to work on finishing my degree
(Communications) and work out, then go
play basketball in Europe. Ihave a couple
offers to try out in Europe. I'm going to
pursue that after Iget my degree." -N.Z.
support athletics

Bryan Peterson, men's basketball
Accomplishments: Petersonaveraged8.8
ppgandshot34percent fromthe three-point
line inhissenior season.He was alsooneof
the team's captains.
Coach s perspec-

tive: "Bryan came ir

women's basketball

wasa biggameandit was packed.The first
half weplayed well.The flight in was great
because you fly along the beach and then

as a junior college
transfer and willleave

with the legacy that he
established the work
ethic we'relookingfor,
He's the foundation ol
our team for the future," Calico said.
"Both Bryan and
Darnell (Lyons) came
from winning programs and we all
struggled.
"What was great this year about Bryanis
thathe wasa teamcaptainbut didn tstart the
firsthalf of the year. When he didcrack the
startinglineup,he steppedup and helpedus
't'

win

some games

"Michael, Darnell and Bryan should all
be proudof their achievements this year.As

seniors they helped this program to its best
record in 18 years. They'vehelped us with
establishingpride in the program."
"
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Mostmemorable moment:"BeatingSeattlePacific atSPU was pretty memorable,"
Peterson said. "Also the Central Washington winathome inover-j
time this year."
Reflections:"l would
say tomy teammatesto
make sure the SU tradition keeps going on.
Make sure to keep improving like we did
from last year to this
year," Peterson said.
"I'd tell them to just
keep working hardand
eventually we'll make
the playoffs and hopefully win a national
championship.
"It'sbeen greathanging out withabunch
of good guys the last couple years. It was
easy to get along with the guys for the most
part.It wasa pretty chill team."
The future: Peterson will finish his degree in graphic design next year, although
hisbasketball plansare stillsomewhat up in
the air. "Basketball might be over for me,
might
but ifI
get a chanceto play overseasI
take that," he said.
-N.Z.

Sports
Kristin Johansing, swimming

Ryann Cooper, swimming

Kristin Johansing wasted lktJetimeleaving her mark on the SU I
swim program, earning
three individual and one
relay All-American honors
in her freshman year.
The next year, she was
an All-American in the
400-yardIMand as amember of the 800-free relay.
And at last season's national championshipmeet.

After four yearsof punishing her body to as well as atwo-time Academic All-Amerikeep up with the top college swimmers in can and receiving All-Americanhonors in
the country,RyannCooper
the relays. She posted personal
doesn't plan to take any
best timesof 1:01.09 in the 100yard butterfly and 2:32.5 in the
breaks this summer.
200-yard
The senior communicabreaststroke.
Cooper says her most memotions major will spend the
next
few
months
rable moment after "surviving 13
years ofswimming" was whenthe
"wakeboarding,skiing,tubing and barefooting," beRedhawks' women's swim team
fore returning to herhometook second place in the NAIA
town school, SanJoseState

University, for graduate school.

nationalchampionshipmeet inher

-A.B.

—

Like teammate and fellow senior Quinn
Hiidwein could have been
considered Mr. Versatility on
the SU men's swim team.
Hiidwein,a Seattle nativeand
graduate of Garfield HS, was
able toscorepointsin a number
of eventswhenevercalledupon,
though his specialties were in
freestyle individual medley

different individual

events

Baker, Donald

during his SU

career and wasthe first persontocompete as
a diver forthe Redhawks.
After allof that,Bakercer-

tainly deserves the year he's
for brown,Bakeris just
like therapper/actor/protakingoff from schoolbefore
ducer/songwriter hipgoing after his master's in
hopbad boy ajack-ofsports administration.
all-trades.
"It's amazing to see how
Baker has two majors
far we've come as a team.
(Spanish and psycholWhen we started we were a
shellof ateam and tosee what
ogy),servesonthree Stuwehavegrowninto,itisamazdent-Athlete Advisory
Committees (Seattle
ing what weaccomplished in
University, GNAC and
four short years," Baker said,
president
NCAA Division II), and was
of Hecouldjustas wellhave been talkingabout
twoof thoseSAACs(SUandGNAC).Inthe himself.
water, theEugene,Ore.,native swaminnine
-A.B.

—

swim team, Joseph Laughlin's
most memorable moment was
winning the NAIA national

water."
Laughlin may be the team'sjokester out-

A computer sciencemajor from Salt Lake
City, Utah, Chris Forgie was a
backstroke specialist who displayed some versatility in his
last two years at SU, scoring
points for the Redhawks in
freestyle and IMevents as well.

Chrisplacedfourth at the2002
national meet in the 200-yard
backstroke and fifth in the 100yard backstroke. He also cap-

in the pool he's all business.

Heholds theschoolrecords in
boththe 50-yard freestyleand
100-yard butterfly, and was
part of record-setting relay
teams inthe 200and 400-yard

Accomplishments: Hansen, 20,is graduating two years earlywith a criminal justice
degree. In the pool, she

"Swimming is hard,"

achieved a personal-best

Laughlin says. "Everything else in life is
easy."

time in my 50-yard
freestyle, and this past seasonset SU best times in the

-A.B.

100-yard and 200-yard

—

ay team.

BB&B&B&BJ

mo-H
merit: "At nationals last I
year.Notonlywatching ourI
men's team take firstplace, I
ourl
Most memorable

After graduation, Scan Seaver says one
Seaver holds three school records in the
thing he's looking forward to is "long open 1,000-yard, 1,650-yard, and 500-yard
—
water swims." Which should be unfamiliar freestyle and finished secondin the 1,500territory for the Ketchikan,
yardfreestyle at thenational
Alaska, native since he spent
championship meet.
so much ofhis timein college
"Myyears atSUhavebeen
wonderfulandacademically
swimming too fast for any of
his swims to be considered
very challenging," says
Seaver, an Academic Alllong.
Seaver,abiology major who
American. "The swimming
program is progressing evtransferred to SU from Division-IIDrurry University, is a
eryyearand as the standards
multiple-time All-American.
are raised the program will
At SUhe wasa memberof the
continue
to improve."
BBBBBBJ Thoughyou'd
national champion 800-yard
have to asrelay team in 2002, and was the only sumethatafter losinga swimmerlike Seaver,
Redhawk swimmer to go to the national improvementmight not be so easy.
championship meet in 2003.
-A.B.

As SU's top distance swimmer, Megan
holds the teamrecord for the
1,500-yard freestyle. She also
holds the team record in the
1,000-yard freestyle and the
pool record in the 1,650-yard
freestyle and is a member of
SU's team and pool recordlolding800-yardfreestyle re-

Hiidwein captured eighth
place in the 200-yardbreaststroke, and finished ninth in
both the 100-yard breaststroke and 400-yard IM.

He is graduating with a

tured sixth place in the 400-yard freestyle
and was honored as an
NAIA Academic AilAmerican.

He currently holds the
teamrecordinthe 200-yard
backstroke (1:54.32), setat
the national meet in his

freshman season.

Elizabeth Hansen, swimming

freestyle.

Megan Ackerman,

ior,allin personal-besttimes.

At the 2002 nationals,

ChriS Forgie, swimming

—

Scan Seaver, swimming

tant at the national level, as he landed three
Top 10 finishes for the Redhawks as a jun-

That ability proved impor-

side of the pool he says one of his future
plans include "investigating
thepossibilitiesfornachos"

championship in 2002.It's the
way he celebrated that sets the
Albany, Ore., native apart.
"Ijumpedoffthedivingboard
right after we won while humping an inflatable sheep," the 6foot-3 computer science major
recalls. "Isprained my back when Ihit the

-A.B.

criminal justice degree.

events.

Joseph Laughlin, swimming
—

Likealmost everyseniorontheRedhawks

tionalbusiness.

Donald Hildwein, swimming

Quinn Baker, swimming

locksandswitchedblond

the Paso Robles, Calif., native was an AllIAmerican in the 400-yard
IMand as amember of the
800-yard freestylerelay.
Johansing is graduating
with a degree in interna-

junior year.

Cooperwasa team co-captainlastseason,

The blond top Quinn Baker sported duringswimming seasonhad him looking like
Eminem. And although he's since cut his

7

ming career,
Reflections: Although my years swim
ming at SU were short (Hansen
swam just two years at SU), Ihad
anamazingexperience.I
have met

people and formed relationships
thatIwill neverforget. To witness
somany differentmdividualscome
together andmake amazing things
happenis truly whatcollegeathlet-

icsis all about."
The future: "A jobdoingcrime

scene investigation, hopefully in
Seattle, but open to working anywomen's team, which took|
where. Forshort-term plans,Iwill
second. It was the most exciting, intense, bedoing an internship this summerat home
awesome moment Ihave had in my swim- inPort Aingeles."
-N.R.

Brittany Sullivan, softball

Madison Square Garden,May 8,1970. In
one of the most famous scenes inAmerican
sports history, Willis Reed, fullof painkillers and mummified in
bandages, took the court
with a torn right thigh
muscle forGame 7of the
NBA Finals to lead his
New York Knicks squad
against the L.A. Lakers.
Reedonlyplayeda couple
of minutes thatday,but it
washismere presenceand
show of heart that propelled New York to their
first everchampionship.
That is why they simply

swimming

At the 2002 national championship meet,
|
she also earned honors as a

member of SU's 800-yard
freestylerelay team thatplaced
third overall.
Ackerman, a native of
Shoreline, set the Deaf Olympics record in the 1,650-meter
freestyle in 1998 in
Copenhagen, Denmark.

calledReed "The Captain."

"

Brittany Sullivanis SU Softball's version
of The Captain.
The senior rightfielder from TualatinHS
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in Tualatin,Ore., has been withthe program

almostfrom the start, as she joined the team
injust it's secondyear and playedin every
gameas a freshman, leading the team in battingav-

erage (.330) that season.
Now, as the economics

major leaves the team in
the hands of future stars,
she is looked upon as part
of the program's foundation. Infour years Sullivan
missedjust four gamesand
pickedup threeGNACalIconference honorable
mentions. And like Reed,
evenifSullivan'snumbers
weren'timpressive which they were(.285
average,threehome runs, 54 RBI)-just her
presence inbetweenthelines wasenough to
lead the Redhawks.
-A.B.

Features
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Etchings on a bathroom Stall...
The 2003 seniorreflections

(left)Spectator seniors
ponder the past jour
years at SU while
taking a littlebreak.

Mark
Bonicillo

ThemottoofHarvard is Veritas,

Latinfortruth. WhileIdon'tknow
what ourmottois,perhapsitmight
be"ConnectingtheMind to What
Matters",I
believethat wehere at
Seattle University share in
Harvard's motto.Webelievethat
our primary goal is to educate
students todiscernbetween right
and wrong, truth from false, fact
fromlie in the hopes of realizingGod's workandthen doing it
here onearth.
YetI
havethis sick feelingthat
the intellectual environment re—
quired for truth namely, free,
—
open, and civildebate is lacking here at SU. Frommy experience intalking withstudents,faculty, and staff, Ihave realized
that the only truth that's valid is
the truth ofliberals.AlfredNorth
Whitehead said that ideas have
consequences.HereatSU,Ihave
learned that conservative ideas
have consequences, harsh ones
indeed.
For thepastyearand ahalf,my
conservative and therefore controversial opinion pieces on everything fromthe errorsofsocial
justice to the foolishness ofanti-

CopyEditor

—

J.C
Santos
Opinion Editor
Ilove it, I'm willing to
invest myself init.

I've been writing columns for The Spectator
for three years. My word
of choice: "I." Ibelieve
it's the most valid topic
for me to talk about. I
could nip at the heels of
political debates andcontroversy, but / am whatI

know best. AndI
am just
like all of you. Human.
College student. Ihave
finals and term papers.
I've fallen inlove. Ihave
dreamsthat Iwant to follow. My hope is, you do
too. Who I
am is one per-

It was toobigfor me to matter,
college was.Coming from asmall
metro high school where everybodyknew yourname,Ifeltsmall
atSU.I
didn't think I
couldleave
a worthy legacy on such a vast
community.
Ientered as many wide-eyed
freshmen often do: intimidated,
yet eager.Eagerto overcomethat
intimidation and growintoaperson who matters on this campus.
On the surface, we'rehere to
explore ourfutures bychoosing a
major.Majorsaren'tmerelyabout
how you're going to make a living. They are more about how
you're going to live. And we all
want to live happily.
In four years, Ifound that Iget
the most happiness out of life in
creating something like this seniorreflection. Idon'tknow most
of you whoare reading this, but I
can still touch you if you're open
to it.That's the power of writing,
and that's why Iloveit.Because

Ye shall know the truth, and
the truth shall make youfree.
John 8:32

spective of a product of
SU, and since some of
you may have had some anxiety
about coming here, Iwanted to
give yousomegoodnews through
mycolumns.

In four years, Ifound out exactly how much Imattered and
how much each student, teacher
and staffmember matters as well.
We aremany partsof onebody
the bodyof this university, and for
my beliefs, the Body of Christ.
Andeach part is vital.
In four years, I've done more
than change.I'vegrown.Iused to
—
dread the future get nervous in
new milieus and shy away from
taking risks. With all the opportunities Itook advantageofat SU, I
overcame that intimidation. My
college experience has given me
morethanconfidence. Ithas given
me faith inmyself that Icoulddo
things that matter.
Four years ago, Iwasn't ready
to face the "real world." Today, I
believe Iam. Mission accomplished, SU.

conservativeviewshas,in thewords

ofRobert Frost,made all the difference. Ifeel more intellectuallyfree
and am not afraid anymore to hide
my conservative views for fear of
liberalcastigation.
Butitis sadthatsuch hostility and
sweatshop activists have upset angerhas been directed at my conand angered many students and servative opinion. Itis even sadder
professors. Ihave realized that that SU does not oppose such cenany statement or idea that does sorship and promote free and open
notagree with the liberal agenda debate,
automatically gets rejected and
Tolerating the conservativeview
on
campus willchallenge thebeliefs
dismissed. Even an alumnus
wrote a letter to the editor in that SU holds dear, such as social
which he told me that Ishould justiceanddiversity Many arescared
closemy mouth andshut up(Did and opposed to opening the debate
he everpay attention in his poly to include theconservative viewbesci class? Remember that free- cause their intellectual power will
now bechallenged.
domof speechthing?).
But is that right?
Though theheat has beenunIs not therole of acollege tobean
bearableat times,publishingmy

.

intellectualhavenfor truth, rather
than a training camp for liberal

ideology?
After four years at SU, Ihave
just one request for us students:
seek truth and demand open and
civil debate that includes opposing viewpoints such as conservatism, even if it challenges your
own views.
And to the professors and administratorsof SU: All of us studentshere thirstfor truthand civil
andopendebate.We'reyoungand
don't know much. We want to
knowallthe viewpoints. We want
tobefree thinkers. Allowing open
debate will challenge the liberal
intellectualdominance at SU, but

that it is a good thing. The truth
doesindeed hurt,but it willmake

us students free.

Carl
Bergquist
Staff Photographer
Random thoughts over four years:
Four years...a piece of paper...$20,00(
debt...career?

Public Safety knows, squarepack at 2 a.m
equals beers. We're good...If you signup t(
do something, it's like a contract, do it.Oth
erwise don't signup...Marlboro lights do no
smell like marijuana...Teachers will teacl
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CHRISTINA
SOGHOMONIAN
A & E Editor
attleUnot for its crazyparties, orits
large beautiful buildings, but for its
Jesuit education. Imost enjoyed attendingrelatively smallclasses onan
urban campus intheheart of Seattle.
Althoughlivingmy freshman year
in the dorms was anabsolute nightmare (i.e. Campion Tower) Ican't
help but laugh at stupid things that
my friends and Idid. For instance,
firing candy withsling-shots at targetsin theCampionalley orrunning
Four years have passed since question is,ifIhad to doitall over around likebaboons inthe hallway.
my first class atSU. Ascornyas it again, wouldI? Theanswer is yes. What were wethinking?
am most content with my last
sounds, Ican'tbelieveit is now all
When choosing colleges,my best
I
winding down to anend. The big decision was Seattle U. I
chose Se- year here at Seattle U. Ilive off

campus and commutetoschool. The
majority of my friends are "grownups" with working careers and they
laugh when Isay Ican't go out
because Ihave homework.
envy the fact that most
Though I
of them work 8-5 jobs, leave their
"work" elsewhere and can afford to
buy fancy clothes and food, Iam
happy with the fact that once in a
while Ican skip class or abide by a
Catholic school holiday. You can't
skip work.
Most of my senior year has been
spentoff campus. I
goto myclasses,
stop by The Spectator and head

RYANN
COOPEER
Staff Writer
"Let's go over this again." Now,
after four years of college, I'm on
my way up and out, exploring and
beginning my career.
But looking back Idiscovered
whatmy dadmeantby college, orat
least my interpretation of what he
—
had in mmd education, first and

Iremember that first day of
kindergarden. My dad drove me
to schooland instilledgreat wis-

dominhis youngandimpressionable daughter.He said,"You will

foremost.
But thinking back, the image of
me sitting in class taking notes and
straining to pay attention to all the
go to grade school,juniorhigh,high knowledge struggling to enter my
school, collegeand then one day get minddoesnot stand outas one ofmy
Then there'sthe swim team, with
a job." My baffledresponse, "Col- most memorable moments. What
lege?!" Needless to say my dad does, are all the good times spent uniquenessalltheir own.From trainpulledthe car over,parkedand said, with friends.
inginHawaii andPalm Springs, CA

NICOLE
RETANA
Editor-in-Chief

quite the life-altering experience Iwas hoping for. After all,
Seattle University is more than a
stuffy computer lab. It's
a...uh.. what is it?
Well,according toan earlnamed
Benjamin
ofBeaconsfield Disreali,
computer
reallyhelps.
here
lab
It
just seems like everyone has got "A university shouldbe a place of
something to say but me. Well, I light, of liberty, and of learning."
justdon't He was absolutely right and as a
have something tosay,I
place of lights, itis the responsibilknow whatit is yet.
Could myinspiration liein this ity of the university to recruitprocomputer lab and these stupid red fessors,staffand students whowill
chairs that are near impossible to be cultural and intellectual flames
slidebehind with a backpack on? for the entire campus.
Sure I'll miss them, but they're
Ican testify to SU's merits as a
Talk about writer'sblock.
This is my thirteenth attempt
(lucky number 13?) at writing my
seniorreflectionandstillI'mcoming up with... blank. Not that the
incessant typinggoing on in this

you something if you listen...Students will teach teachers something
if they get off their high horses and
listen...Administrators can impact
students when they take student
voiceintoaccount...ASSU canmake
a difference. .SEAC can be bigger
and better, if they are given a
chance...The Spectator can be better if, evenIwon'tsay that...SU can
be made better if clubs work together onanything..."lhave notime
for this or that"isBS.If you wantto,
you can...Make this university respect its students. Urn yeah???...
WTO was freakin cool. Only three

not

sophomore year, that was me and
MJ...Pancakes,thelastfrontier...SU
can bemade better, if departments

.
.

doesn't revolve around school,
then again who doesn't?
What Iwill most remember
aboutthis yearis the crazy things
my friend and Ihave done. Such
as the many last minute trips to
Vegas, Phoenix and L.A. Who
needs planning when you can just
pick up and go. Right?

Seattlehasdoneme well.Thank
goodness Ididn't choose a nowhere-ville town college to go to
school, Iwouldhave probably had
to resort t0...a sororiety (ack).
Without Seattle there would have
been no Mariners games, no real
good concerts or clubs, and no
freeway or ambulancesounds.
Iam trying to savor my last
moments because soonIwillhave
the best jobin the world. That is
looking for one.
to the Simon Fraser pool deck

where the men's team won Nationals and the women's finished
2nd, therehavebeen some amazing moments spent with remarkable people.
So although I'm graduating a
more knowledgeable, wellroundedindividual,it's my friends
thathave taught me the most and
althoughIcan't say it was all useful or valuable (they may argue
differently) it definitely was fun.
Reflecting back Ican say with
confidence that the skills I've
learnedandthefullness ofmy education willprepare me for the decisions Iface on theroad ahead. I
just hope in making those decisionsthat I
amfortunate enough to
meet andbuild friendshipssuchas

the one's I
have now.Then again,
maybe thisis what my parentshad
in mind.

university.After fouryearsandmore
can count,I
amno
life lessonsthan I
longer the samepersonthanks to all
thelittlelights whohave wandered
into my life, andalthough this not a
complete list,here's a shout out to
those of who will most likely read
this article (namely, a couple of you
Spec peeps):
Jamila, you wrote the book on
kicking-ass and eventhough Istill
can't stand up to you,I'm learning.
Thanks for allthe little insights on
motherhood, the journalism industry, andotherrandomsubjects.
Austin, you have a knack with

wordsthatpeople would die forand
eye for editing that makes me want
to kill you sometimes.Don'tlet the
man get you down. P.S. Iwrite
betterrecommendations thanreflections.
Scan, wow you've grown up to
flaunt it.If youdon't for the love of
god please don't...l'm not good at
math, but 68 plus 1is a goodnumber... How do youbuildcommunity
on a floor ifRA's do 90% of the
write-ups?.. What do SU students
do for fun? Go to UW...If you are
hungry onJune 9 th then youshould
grub at the 2ndpancake breakfast.8
p.m. to 1 a.m., movie, games and
tonsof pancakes,allfor threebucks.

.

communicate
with
each
other...Au toman racing was great
entertainment at 3 a.m.... Tennis.
Cut. Why??.. Action. It was a
success...Tennis Club, you guys
Rock!. Midnight Cancer Society,I
remember the days...MardiGras.
Freshman year.Nothinglikeitever
again...Pepsi. Youreally shouldn't
Thankyou toeveryonethatI
have
drink too much :)...What happens
when you bring undergraduates, met over my four years here. You
graduates, faculty,staff andadmin- have all impacted mylife andmade
istratorsall together?No one knows, it something deeperandmoremeanSU arrests...Quadstock cartoon. its never been done...lf you got it ingful. It's rare that you meet so

.

Whether thatmeans sittingaround
playing dominoes and cards on a
night thatI
shouldhavebeen studyingorhitting the numerous,eclectic
barsaroundSeattle.
Maybe it's that occasional day
spentdowntownshopping(for shoes
of course) followed by a visit to
GordonBierschand thenthemovies.
And Ican't forget theroad trips to
Sun River, OR, a 12 man hot tub,
JELLO shots, a big screen TV, two
kegs,and tenfriends trying toescape
the demands of school.

home. Ilike having a life that

"
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be quite the young man in the past
year. Your special friend will be a
lucky, lucky girl when she realizes
what she's got.Oh,andgo workfor
many dedicated and professional
students and university officials in
onesetting. If you are not graduating, myonly adviceis get involved
insomething on campus. MakeSU
yourcampus andmakeyour timeat

SU count for something. Don't just
wasteit screwing around.There are
many paths, find one that is yours.
If you make aheap of money give
back to the community, like the old
mission statement at SU once exclaimed. Andremember, "The only
way things get done is by people
taking Action."

a realnewspaper,

I'm outta room now but check
out the rest of them in the Personals.I'llmiss you all. Lates.

A very special
thank you and
goodbye to all of
our departing
seniors.
Your dedication,
commitment and
charm will be
missed next year.

ARTSANDENTERTAINMENT
Ondine rampant with love, scandal
10

KIMBURLY ERVIN
Staff Reporter

that transcends two worlds, water
andland.Ondineisa young,beautiful girl whobelongstoanimmortal waterworld,whenshefirst lays
eyesupon ahandsomeknight.The
immediate connectionandexpress-

girl,butat times forcesout lines too

quickly as opposedto truly believing what is being said.The charactercalls for a lossof inhibitions for
at least half the play, as the costumes leave little to the imagination,but Keene pulls this off without hesitation. Keene has a strong
performance, but has a littledifficulty holding the attention of the
audience for the duration of the
play.
The handsome knight, Hans, is
playedbyOpenCircleTheatercompany member Ted Dowling.
Dowlingplays the passionatechar-

As the quarter draws to a close,
you maybe finding extra time on
yourhands once finalsare doneand
out of the way. A good way to fill
allthat newlyacquiredfree timeis ing oflove betweenthe two comby attending oneof the many local pels Ondine to leavethe only world
theatre productions that constantly she has ever known for thatof the
flood the city with culture, enter- worldofman. Inorder to leaveher
tainment, and an affordable night world though, Ondine must make
out on the town. The Open Circle a pact stating that her soon-to-be
Theater is one of those companies husband willdieifheisunfaithful,
that offer arefreshinglook at exist- at which time she must return to
ing worksalongwithcreating new her water world for the rest of
eternity. From there the sage of
productions.
Currently,the Open CircleThe- man's deceit unfolds to disastrous acter withconvictionandintensity.
ater is shedding new light onto the results.
Sometimes with a little too much
Alyssa Keene takes on the cen- force which might beconstrued as
1939 work of Jean Giraudoux,

through theiradaptationofOndine. tral character,Ondine. Keene does over-bearing,Dowlingportraysthe
The work,adaptedand directedby a convincingjob at portrayingthis sense of tragedy that cheating on
Scan McEnaney, deals with love flirtatious and entrancing young his beloved might bring quite effectively, especiallyin thelast scene
of the play as Hans is about to
perish and realizes the love that
Ondineheld for him.
Playing the menacing Princess
Bertha whocomesbetween Ondine

Victory gets ready to
release summer lineup

Records,butthis band definitely

has the "chops" to hang with the
bands that call Victory theirhome.

With an all around solid debut,
Spitalfield is bound to go nowhere
but up. The release of Remember
RightNowis scheduled tocoincide
with the start date of the band's

-

MARISSA CRUZ

Staff Reporter

-

Spitalfield RememberRight
Now
Some say that if you've heard
one band on Victory Records,
you've heard themall. Now, this

isn't necessarily true all the time,
but as of late, it does seem to be
quite true. That said, Spitalficldis
definitely one of
themore generic

—

extensiveU.S. tour June 17.
Minus Halldor Laxness
The sophomore album of
Iceland'sMfnus (Victory Records),
Halldor Laxness, is definitely an
interesting piece of work. It's almost like one of those interesting
pieces of modern art where you
have to just stareat itforawhile and
let it sink inbefore you decidehow
you feel about it.
The breakdown of the music itself is complex, with a mixture of
rock,indie,and theur-

gency of hardcore, the

sounding bands

end resultis this over-

on Victory, but
nevertheless very

whelming sound that
rangesanywherefrom
gritty rockvocals with

worth a listen or
VV

Vl|

I|

1
IfHJl^ll

VII

two.

avoicethatsoundslike

Their latest
record(anddebut

Steven Tyler of
Aerosmith,to the spo-

on Victory), Re-

ken words of a voice

member Right

that sounds like the
lead singer of The

Now, is packed

with a power
mixed with me-

White Stripes.Thelast
track on the CD even
seems to ventureinto

lodic guitais,

the territory of the

punch of pop,

indie undertones, Top:RememberRightNow style of the underand a littlebit of Bottom: HalldorLaxness
ground wonderband,
rock.With lyrics
Massive Attack. The
like "Summer came and went so onedownfall withthis albumis that
fast the leaves all changed, and while it is well written, the lyrics
after that fell blakets of snow. He soundas ifthey are trying to preach
lies in bed and paints her ceiling to their listeners.Theyrange in subhalf awake but barely dreaming jectmatterfromlove toself toexpe—
beside him, she sleeps," they ad- rience to drugs one song in pardress the typical feelings of love, ticular is entirely dedicated to the
heartbreak andlonging forasense negativeeffectsof cocaine use.
of recognition from the one they
It's understandable that theband
love and for themselves. While is trying toproduceagoodmessage
everythingelse may seem generic for their listeners, but at the same
sounding, the lyrics shine with a time,it seems thatit wouldbe more
certainbrutalhonesty and sense of of a turn-off tomostlisteners than a
poetry thatmakes them easily en- perk.
Interested in picking up the aldearing to those wholook beyond
the poppy exterior.
bum togiveit a listen for yourself?
Spitalfieldmay soundlike aband Halldor Laxness hits stores June
that belongs onDrive Thru
17.
in/lif*nnHArtAti^c

and Hans, is MonicaBlum.Blum
does anexcellent job at convincing
the audienceof Bertha's contemptuouspersonality. Thoughher part
is small, the impact ofthecharacter
leads to Hans' demise and the return of Ondine to her water world.
It is a role crucial to the play and

well played out
through Blum's
direction.

Director
McEnaney also

works as the

set

and mask de-

signer,anddoesan
interesting job
working with
what tittle space
the theatre has to
give. Centering
the set around the
theme of water,
McEnaney puts a
platform in the
centerof theroom
which adds an element of water to

every scene in the
play. Masks are

left to right, Monica Blum as Princess
Bertha, Alyssa Keene as Ondine and
From

Ted Dowlingas Hans perform in Odine.
alsoused throughout theplay,but areonly usedwhen leaves the viewer longing for a
the director wants toemphasize the happy ending, but does not promortality of those in the play. It vide. Rather, it shows how the beseemsa bit over the top, but at the trayalofa lovecanlead to ruin.It is
same time adds to the mythic feel- a well produced play and a good
ing that is constant throughout the way to fill allthat new free time.
duration of the nearly 3 hour (inOndine runs Thursday through
cluding two 10 minute intermis- Saturday at 8 p.m. andSunday's at
sions) play.
7 p.m. at the Open Circle Theater,
Overall, Ondine is a play de- 429BorenAvenueNorth, untilJune
signed for those who are drawn to 21 Tickets are $ 15and more informythic fantasies, or for those that mation can be found at
likeabitoftastefulnudity. Ondine www.octheater.com.

.

Ultimate music calendar
Greg Bodreau

summerwillbeGoldfingeronJune
13, Alkaline Trio on June 16, the
The school yearis almost over, pop-emo-punk band Brand New
and we all know what that means: will playing on July 9,Rx Bandits
summer concerts. Youmight want on July 10, Reggie & the Full Eftobreak out thecalendar and chunky fect and Midtown will take the
marker for this one.
stage July 15.
Ozma will play on July 19, Dying Fetus will play July 30, The
Aquabats on July 31, and ending
is
Endfest
at
Gorge
June 21
the
the summer Graceland shows will
Amphitheater with Godsmack, be Hot Water Music on Aug. 25.
Staind, and Deftones for all of you
At The Showbox this summer
Nu Metal fans.
willbe...andyou willknow usby
The Vans Warped Tour July 5, thetrailof dead playing onJune
alsoat theGorge Amphitheatre with 25,BlondeRedheadonJune 28,
Simple Plan, Dropkick Murphys, and theEels on July 14, all three
Glassjaw, Rancid, The Used, shows are all ages for those of
Pennywise,LessThanJake,Poison that are concerned.
the Well, Face To Face,Thrice, The
Ataris.
Ozzfest comes Sat, July 12, to
White River Amphitheatre in Auburn with Ozzy Osbourne, Korn,
Marilyn Manson, Disturbed, and
Looking for something with
Chevelle taking the main stage.
more breathing space than the

Staff Reporter

Festivals:

ofSummerNights at thePier62/63
Whatever concert is your preference, remember to have fun this
summer.If you'reheadingtoone of
the festival concerts this summer
makesureyoubringplentyof water

and sunscreen.
If you decide to attend the Vans
Warped Tour and findyourselfin a
moshpitremember tokeepone foot
planted behind you for support and
tokeepan eyeout forcrowdsurfers.
And rememberto rock, that's why
you're there.

Large
Venues:

TheSummer Sanitarium tour Graceland?JohnMayer with the
Counting Crows willbe singing
his love songs softly to all you I
Linkin Park, Deftones, and girls (and guys) July 1 1 at the
Mudvayne.
Gorge Amphitheatre.Also playEndingthe summer festival con- ing at the Gorge Amphitheatre
comes August 7 to Seahawks Stadium with Metallica, Limp Bizkit,

cert seasonisLollapalooza,return-

willbeDaveMatthewsBand on

ing this year withJane's Addiction, Aug.8 andBen HarperandJack
Audioslave,Incubus, and A Perfect Johnson will play on Aug. 28.
Circle will be on 08/19/03 at the
NorahJones willplay on Aug.
White River Amphitheatre.
5at MarymoorParkin Redmond,
Chris Issak will perform two
nights for SummerNights at the
Pier 62/63 on June 21-22, and
Melissa Etheridge on July 9,
Ani Difranco on July 18,
If festival concerts are not quite India.Arie on July 25, The
yourthingandyoupreferthesmaller Beach Boys on August 16 and
show experience,plenty of events the hollow shell of a band forwill be happeningat Gracelandand merly known as The Doors will
be playing under the name of
the Showbox this summer.
Coming to the Graceland this The Doors on July 19,all as part

"Intimate"
Venues:

"
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?

I'm Steven Klein. LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later. Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes.' That's
why you shouldcall me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
Ican answerany LSAT question lei me proveit. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

-

Arts and Entertainment
Seattle legend reflects on music scene
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TOBYSHUSTER

StaffReporter

just abizarre thing to be a part of
and luckily Ithink weducked alot
of the attention just by being as
gnarly as wearecompared tosome
of the other bandsthatgotbig. But
it's because we don't care.
Spectator: WhatsetMudhoney
apart from Nirvana,Pearl Jam
and Soundgarden?
MA: We defi-

back onSub Pop, why?
MA: Yes, now we're back on
Sub Pop because they're our

in a bandcalledBlood Loss in the

mid90's, so

when Matt left it was
no
kind of a brainier. Here's this
guy,Guy, who's a friendandsomeone Iplayed withso Ikindofknow

Mark Armportraysallthe splendor of a rock star as he leans his
friends. And also, they've got
Iggy Pop-esque figure into the
their wholebusiness thingtogether.
purplecouch that offsets his squall
When they started and we started howheworks.Last thing we wanted
of burgundy hair.His angular visno one had any idea what they to do was put an ad in the back of
age, including an acutely ridged
were doing. We were all just kind some weekly looking for a bass
nose, exhibits the features of a
of making it up as we went along, player.
musician who has experienced a
Spectator: Which
solid 25 years in the business. He nitely gave less of a
has few wrinkles on his face, yet damn than those
do you prefer, bethere are visible creases where his guys.
ing a young musician,alwaysontour,
dimples show because of the high
being a more
amount of smiles he grants beSpectator: Again,
town
were or
mature,
tween sentences.He appears per- you didn't care?
adult muMA: All those
fectly casual and at ease with dissician?
MA: Ilike going
cussing the somewhat tumultuous bands actively purnast of the band that he has lead sued something and
on tour. I'm kind of
since 1989, Mudhoney...
made conscious efbummed
that we
'
don tdothat.In terms
forts to court major
Spectator: Why do you think labels and wedidn't
ofamaturemusician,
Mudhoneyhassurvivedso long? at all until things
Iwould hardly say
Mark Arm, Mudhoney
Mark Arm: Because we don't started getting hairy
I'm mature.
' Iam
care. We neverhada plan to "make withSubPop.I
older.I
don tknow if
mean
it big."It was all just about having that's an old story
I've gained perspecfun. As luck would have it, for and Jonathan will probably hate "Howdo youruna recordlabel?" tive or if I've just confused the
some reason in the late 80' s and me for bringing it up again,but it "Idon'tknow." "Howdo youbein issue by knowing moreover time.
early90's, whatwewere doingjust
just looked like theymight be go- a band?" "Who cares?" No one
'
under; and we wanted tosepa- had any idea of some day wanting
happened tokind0f I
ing
Spectator: How has theSeattle
don tkno w
label;
good
was
but
was
for
us
as
friendsinstead
leavethe
we
didn'thave
a
ifit
luck
it
rate
of business to
music scene changed from back
financially that there was this thing enemies. So we decided tojust go contract withSub Pop.There was then?
MA: Well from before the
that washappening the same time business with our record labels, no such thing, and everything was
Era, what Ireally loved
just
And
of
and
that
workedfor
a
while.
on
part
up
spot.
Grunge
we were.
we were a
kindof made
the
that. But that was totally a fluke
about this town is that the audiSpectator: And now you're
Spectator: So what happened enceswereinsane.Ofcourse there
and totally unexpectedandthat was

really lovedabout this
"...what I
is that the audiences
insane. It wasn't moshing or any
kind of violent thing or
macho...Everyone was"just
smiling and loose.

...

S

over Editor

you find Guy Maddison?
MA: Well Matt...the easiest

be rolling around on the floor, reallygettingintothebands.It wasn't't
moshing or any kind of violent
thing or macho, people elbowing
people out of the way. Everyone
wasjust smiling andloose. Iguess
you can't do that for 20 years,it's
going to affect your liver and your

thing tosay isthatheput downthe
bottle and picked up the bong.
Somewhere in there he became

less of an outgoing person and
didn't enjoy leavinghis house as
much and going on tour and puttingeffortintothings.He couldn't
be bothered anymore. He really
didn't care! We cared about the
music but he stopped caring about
the music. Ihad played with Guy

-delivers the papers
(What could be more rewarding than bringing the campus its news week after week by
distributing The Spectator to its many bins?
Plus we hear inky-black hands are popular
withthe ladies)

Online Editor
-makes the website
(Why not? Pays pretty well, and it's so
unbelievably easy. Seriously. We once contemplatedletting a monkey do it. And that
monkey was drunk)
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Rated #1 Christian College

AND HEARI

-

Christianity Today

Master of International Management
(MIM)
15 Month Completion
Studyand Internships Abroad
Multi-National Student Body (50% International)
Financial Aid, Grants, and Scholarships Available
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TheMIMprogram at
Whitworth brings students

tjjj^^H-MSflflfcu togetherfrom throughout the
I United States andthe world
- a truly diverse and
c°lla"oral ye learning
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W
I environment.
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Send all applications to Erica
Terence c/o Casey Room 232.

EDUCATION OF

School of Global Commerce And Management
-us news& world
Rated #5 inthe West

■T^tfkA
»£«§ Bvlb
0829

> i^^ Joe Amado, RiodeJaneiro. Brazil
Rajiell Jones, Chicago, IL
-3BMtafc*- " I Linda Li. Zhuhai, China

ITSNOT TOOLATE!! A new class is forming for Fall 2003.
Call today at (509) 7774280 or mim@whitworth.edu

www.whitworth.edu/mim
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from the Grunge era?
MA: Ithink the BloodBrothers

are great.They'rean insane,crazy
band. IlikeTheCatheters an awful
lot.

becauseDan's a stay-at-homedad
andhis wifehas anotherkidon the
way. Also,Guy just got this nursing degree and he's working at
Harbor View and he gets two vacation weeks a year, he can't do a
tour like that. Which is unfortu-

nate, I
need to start playing with
brain. Now, Iwish people in Se- some young kids who are ready to
attle were more outward in their leave!
appreciation towards the music
Spectator: Would you be willthey're listening to.
ing to?
MA: At this point,Ilike playing
with people Ican communicate
with and trust. You know, Steve
and Ihave been playing together
since 1983, so we can communi-

ikes the cover
v You too can Photoshop half-naked people
onto the front page)

Distribution
Manager

Spectator: What are you listening to these days that's not

Spectator: What's next for the
band? Do youplan on touring at
all? How about putting out anwere a lot less people whowould other album?
MA: We can't tour at this point
go toshows, but people would just

with Matt Lunkin and howdid

Screw my job! I'm
going to work for
The Spectator!"

Spectator: Why do you think
they aren't anymore?
MA:I
think oneof the things that
happened with the onset of Grunge
and then the rise of underground
speed metal type things and with
MTV catching onto it, theykindof
collaborated the whole slam pit,
moshpitthing.lfyou'reakid coming up after thatand you'reseeing
thesemacho jocks doing this stuff,
the last thing you want to do isbe
like them. Especially ifyou'resort
of a sensitive, smart kid whoisn't
into all this stuff being fed to you
by MTV so you look for an oppositesort ofreaction togetintowhatever band you're listening to.
You're going to put yourself apart
mean,I
guess. I
fromthe morons,I
can't tell you exactly what these
kids are thinking, but Iwould assume that might have something to
do with it.

cate an idea without even saying

can say half a word in
anything. I
reference to a riff and he'll know
whereI'mcoming from witn that.

That'ssomething that comes with
time and Ithink it might also be a
generationalthing.Ijust don't want
tohave todeal withsomeonewho's
goingto say, "Hey why don't we
do,"what'sthe name of someemo
band that Idon't give a shit about,
"let'scoverthat song!" You know,
throwingout thesereferences and
having to retrain this kid to play
actual, goodmusic.Or you know,
to have a clear understanding of
Rock n' Roll. For a long time, I
think we used to be afraid of the
term Rock

n' Roll because it had

some badconnotationsinthe70's.
You know, that punk rock was
meant to destroy. There are aspectsofRock n'Roll that are absolutely stupidandretardedthat keep
getting drudged up over and over
againso it'skindofa harddescription or title to trust. But we definitelyplay this sortofRock n'Roll
with an undergroundlineage that
goes back to before rockabilly, it

that makes any sense.
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Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm
Dear SeattleUniversity Community:

1 ASSU NEWS 1

It has been my honor and privilege to serve you for the last three years in student

Student Money Allocation Committee Decisions

government. It has been a truly awesome yearduring this yearof the student with a great
number of excitingevents, issues and achievements that we havebeen through together.
, Seattle University has a greatpotential to be a place that is alive and thriving within the

Thank you to all student organizations for all the time and energy student population and itis a choice that each one of usmakes together. Itis a
they put into developing priorities and initiatives to propose for complement to our academicexperienceand the outlook is optimistic for the future.
We'vehad a great group of officers andIthank all those who served with us in
funding in the next year and future.
i

i i ■n.i

■■■■■ ii,ii.iii

Proposed

Student Organization

ASSU ~~
Athletics/Rat Pack
GSC
KSUB

RHA
SEAC
Spectator

-

,■

elected, appointed or friendshipcapacity

i

Decided

$25,000
$24,900
$6,730
$9,600
$5,950
$33,784
$10,000

this year. We have put our timeand energy into
a better Seattle University community, in partnership with those who work at this
university in serving students.
As this yearcomes to a close, good luck on finals use the Student Center that
we have openedup during finals week for you (andenjoy the coffee and snacks.) Thank
your faculty for the work they have done and the extraeducation that they have brought to
you during your time here. Thank a staffmember that has helped you throughout the year.
We are blessed to have such a wonderful community dedicated to us let's acknowledge
them.
Be ready to come back and add your ownspirit, voice and optimism to build our
community. No one can do it alone, and the tools are being provided to us, the students, to
build that strong community that we have always dreamed. Think about how you can get
involvedor make an impact. Anything is possible, dreambig and livethe life of service,
for the care of others which is at the core ofour mission as a university.
Godbless us all, this university and the experience that it opens to us. It has been
a blessing to serve you; my hope is that it was a service that was meaningful to you and all
of our peers. Ihave much excitement for the incoming year - truly an amazing collection
of individuals with a heapof experienceand optimism for the next year. Get involved,
make a difference. This experience is up to you.

■■■—.■

iii

Percent

-

1154%

$6,000 "
$11,400
$6,480
$7,600

-

2192%
1246%
1462%

$0

000%

$20,520

39 46%

$0

000%

-

"

"

$115,964

Total:

$52,000

10000%

ASSU:
$6,000

ClassCouncils

Signingoff with a humble heart,

Athletics/Rat Pack:
T-Shirt / School Spirit
Spirit Items for students at athletic events

Sean O'Neill

$9,900
$1,500

ASSU President 02-03
1

Graduate Student Council:
$6,480
Brochures, Open Houses,Increase Funding of
Graduate Events, Grad Satisfaction, Survey,

Are you interested in being a part ofASSU?
Then apply for one of the
appointed positions that are available.

website and officer scholarship.
KSUB:
$7,600

KSUB Initial,Monthly andDMCA Fees

2003-2004 applications are coming!

RHA: ($0)
SEAC:
$15,520
$5,000

Check out the ASSU office or online at
www.seattleu.edu/assu, on Thursday
June 5 for early applications.

Special Events
CoffeeHouse

Positions include Secterary of Elections, Election Commission

and others.

Spectator: ($0)
These are the new Executives and Representatives for the 2003-2004
school year. They were inductedinto office Wednesday, June 4.

Executives

Representatives

Cisco Smith
Analisa Castaneda
LauraNorman
Kim Silva

HeatherHutson
Arlyn Dean
Erica gschbach
Robert Vargas
Kelly Stewart

Alicia Kephart
YosefFufa
Baha Alsamawi
Sherman Greeley

Have questions?
You can contact ASSU at
assu @ seattleu.edu
or at 206-296-6050.

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS
in supporting life?\ f

Then join Students for Life!

\ /Get Involved!

_ Take
_ ACTION...
, _ .- .

Practices are„,from,4 p.m.to 6 p.m.
Tuesday,
Friday and Sunday.

Come to our meetings:
Every Tuesday at 7:30p.m. in the Student
Center
Issues we are against:
TheDeath Penalty
Abortion
Euthanasia
Cloning

Tennis Club

Eat a Pancake Breakfast!

All are welcome.
No experience needed.

II

JV

ContactCarl Bergquist at:

Check us out on the web:

J

S

Monday June 9, 2003
8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
LerouxConference Center, NSC
Take a break from studying' watch QreakfasUt
Tiffanys and enjoy all you can eat pancakes!
at: bergquc@seattleu.edu v,ith any
questions.
V

h^mvW^^attleu.edu/assu/index.htm
"
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Marketplace
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

200. Help Wanted
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
men and women. Hidden
Valley Camp (Granite Falls,
WA) needs resident staff (6/
14/03-8/22/03). Room/
Board/Salary. Positions include: Counselors, lifeguards, drivers,kitchen staff
and more. Spend your summer in a beautiful setting
while in worthwhile employment. Interviewsavailable on
campus. Please call:
(425) 844-8896
or e-mail us at:
hvc-wa@ix.netcom.com for
more information.

13
400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.

Classifieds
lenging work environment
and a comprehensive benefit
package. Please email,fax, or
resume
mail
to:
nmuckler@perkinscoie.com,
(206) 583-8500, PerkinsCoie
LLP, attn: Personnel Recruiter, 1201 Third Avenue,
48th Floor, Seattle, WA
98101-3099
Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F/D/V

sitive to exercise. 6 visits in
as little as 2 weeks, up to $600
reimbursement for time and
travel. ASTHMA, Inc.206525-5520OR888-400-7765.
ASTHMA, Inc. is located
near U-Village. Call for more
information!
Wanted: part-time childcare
provider (early evening and/
or weekends) for
two young children(8 months
and 3 years old) in the
Bellevue area.
$1I/hour, 10-15 hours a
week. References and
childcare experience
required. Please contact
philo269@hotmail.com or
phone 425-894-0269.

The Spectator

Phone: (206) 296-6474

COMMENCEMENT
TICKETS WANTED
If you have any extra tickets
to SU's undergrad commencement ceremony, I'd
love to have them! I
can'toffer money, just my many
Great entry level opportuni- thanks.
ties for recent graduates! Please call 206-324-1836
500. For Rent
Perkins Coie,a leading international law firm has full- DOES EXERCISE make Tastefully restored studio in
time positions available as your ASTHMA ACT UP?? classic brick; quiet, upper
Records Specialist and Para- Do youneed albuterolduring floor, huge walk-in-in closet,
legal Assistant. For more in- or after physical activity leaded windows original
formation, please visit our (walking across campus, moldings, 2 1/2blocks from
Web site at http:// working our)? ASTHMA, S.U., 1422 E. Union, no
www.Derkinscoie.com. Inc. is conducting a research smoking or pets $645, (206)
Perkins Coie offers a chal- study for asthma that is sen- 323-4329.

Fax: (206) 296-6477

E-mail:
adinfo@seattleu.edu

Personals
Hey Damant,
Any chance you still have
thoseextragraduationtickets?
Call me 841-3198

Miss Myers,
You are quite possibly the
most wonderful young lady
Ihave ever met.

Who yo fathers are!?!
-K-dogg

Saturday, 6/7, 8:00AM2:00pm YARD SALE. 16th
andMadison. Everything

Jerry,
My book is terribly boring.
Let's write an awesome one
together. Chapter one:
Summer in the city.
Love, Hot Cocoa

must go!

Gina, Katie & Colleen sez
Carlos Enriques rocks my
heart. Go Caeser!
To the S. Council,

Do not use cingular
Iwill miss you all this
wireless. You will not have summer. alwaysremember to
service in thestudent center. BURNINATE!!
Love, T Dawg

..

Ihavefound the loop hole
and have gotten dusty in the
cellar. Do youhave moose
appendages? Dang Due tries
to get you to sign but you
must be SNARK-2 shoe
crew

Kevin,

The year is coming to a close,
but my heart isn't. Why are
you wasting time?
-Secret Lover

Moose?Goose?Traps? Nets?
YES. Lovely....Dude...
Use the patch if you are in
need of repair tools. If not...
so be it.
-LATE
Thereis no electricity I
felt
the disconnection suddenly.
Thereis no light but only woe
it feels like my heart isn't
beating anymore!

Last words of an editor,
"I'll miss you guys."
Nicole

Thanksforthe necessaryhugs, celebrate at a show, or say a
gossip and blankets. We need pub. And then it's bedtime!
tofinda way tobond nextyear. Bow chica bow wow!

Michael, you betterbehave
yourself in So Cal next year
and easy on the ladies. One
can't have too many broken
hearts on their records when
they go see theBig J.C.
Speaking of J.C... my favorite teddybear.Pleasedon't
go to seminary school. We
need some good guys to stay
on the market.
Nate, squeakypens are bad.
Chrissy,your sense ofstyle
and charisma is inspiring.
Whatever the future holds
make sure it doesn't involve
delinquent staff writers.
Bonnie and Maria, my favorite dynamic duo.Keep the
money flowing andthe guys
drooling, ladies.
Marissa, wish Ihad more
time for hugs on Wednesday
nights. Thanks forbeingthere
when I
needed them most.
Jean,youhavedefinitely set
the example for all believers
in word and deed.God bless.
Amy, we finally made it!

"I'm free, I'm free...Thank
Jason&Jasmine Toldyou
God, I'm free." -Jamila
Iget your names in the Spec
before you graduate...
J.C,
MRC FO' LIFE!
TheSpectatorgals willmiss
J.C.
being your fluffer. Now go
Thanksforraiding the cave
get the love of your life and
you
before
become
for
was
me Marissa&Mike. I
jump her
a Jesuit.
privileged to indulge in high
Love, the Spec babes end fruit beverages Iusually
don't care to buy.
Jamila You're so good at
J.
making people see things your
The following girls are all
way. Teachme!
-Jacc.and get some CUTE:
sleep for once!
SarahParker
Toby Shuster
Sean O. (Mr. President),
Mariah Hill
Thesewereagreat threeyears
KimErvin
letting
Megan Myers
Thanks for
me interview youallthosemany times.
Marissa Cruz
Denise (from Xavier)
Next year, we're civilians.
Let's go back to Allihies
Maria Villa
sometime andsharea Guiness. Erica Dietz
Amy Hotchkin
-Sean R.
Rachel Fay
Toby Shuster,
Alexis Juday-Marshall
day
you'
One
11seizethetitle
Avril Lavigne
of A&E and then we can go
andJennifer Murray

"
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Opinions
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Editorial
The Spectator in review
1.ExperiencingSeattle
Why did we argue over this coverso long? Finally done at4 a.m.Sheesh.
2.SU's Coffee Consumption
"AHright! Gettingthe big issues!" unidentifiedSU theologyprofessor
3.ComeOut andPlay
Austincringes everytime.Dude,menlove men, womenlove women.Deal.
4.InOur Backyard
Hooo-wee!What were we thinking on that one,eh?
5.Marching tor the Cause
Bush's face on a pumpkin = classic.
6. The BigDecisions
The Stranger'sNews Editorlovedthis one.
7. Dead Air
The line to theleft is new information!So the hearbeat'sending!Getit?
8. Redhawks Tip-Off
Finally,SU Athletics getsrespect with a coveron basketball.
9. BuyEverything for the Holidays
Al Gore,conservative perspectives, satiricalcover,andtheBloodof Christ.
10.BingeDrinking
Debut ofCover Editor Charles Aaron Wesley.Fittingly,it'sabout booze.
11.GrowingPains
Toldus whateveryone already knows:StudentCenterneeds woooooork.
12. The NEXT Generation
Brilliant photo,but doesanyone evenread the NEXT page?
13.FromVietnam to Volleyball
After thebackpage,everyone oncampus starts givinglooks to ScanReid.
14.Urban Planning
One of our bestefforts ever, completewith dragoncover andSpec-Dater.
15.Free Taxes?
An SUReviewsatire promptlygetsReid's photobannedfrom backpages.
16.Treehouse
Jesuits band together anddenounce a possible war onIraqin fullpagead.
17.FeelingthePinch
Sundborg speaks, tuitiongoes up,and the CAC's "Little G"remainsMIA.
18. Fate'sEnd winsBattle oftheBands
Your winner, O'Neillsays goodbyeandMichael gives us all a degree.
19. America at War
Our super-duper war coverage:opinions, campus voice,andmemoriam.
20.Coming Together...
Jamila gets madat MAVIN.Letters to theEditorfollow.Kudos,girlfriend.
21.India:OceanofHumanity
SarahParker championspro-life and a great color feature on Calcutta.
22.Seattle'sForgotten
Can MeganMyers draw or what?Plus, exoticdancer names. Rawr.
23. KEYED
Let's hopehe never gets here.
24. There's the door
We'llmissya Todd. The Administration probably won'tmiss this cover.
25. Quadstock 2003
A SEAC triumph.Everybody thankMarissaCruz forthe pics.
26. Oh, thePlaces You'll Go!
Can'tgowrong withSeuss, or thepenultimateNothingHappenedLastWeek.
27.Free at Last
Father Cobb, Tomas this one's for you!

-

Learning life lessons 101

ning these things earlier?
Even though it'sbeen two years
since 9-11, you stillhearit today.It
has been going on since late afternoononSept. 11,2001Peoplehave
talked about how the terrorist attacks inNew York City and Washington D.C. (although, strangely,
people have seemed to have forgot
that D.C was hit as well) woke
AUSTIN L. BURTON
themup,taught them what was truly
important, showed them they
Co-Managing Editor
You know you've heard these couldn't trust everyone and so
lines before:
on.
9-11,
I
that
realized
the
Most of these people were thou"After
people
really
love
are
matI
what
sands
of miles from Ground Zero,
"
ters.
and most of them didn'tknow any
"When I
saw those towersfall,I of the thousands of victims. Yet
learned
" that no oneis ever totally that's what it took to teach them
life's important lessons?
safe.
taught
what
real
"9-11
me
courTheseare mostly grown men and
"
women, too.People whohavebeen
age is.
"Watching that scene on 9-11, I to college, had children, and have
"
learned you can't trust everyone. probablyseenahandfulofrelatives
Now Idon't want to single any- and/or close friends die. Yet this
one out, because I'veheard scores event woke them up? Were they
that hard through everyTheSpectatorEditorialBoard consists of Nicole Retana, of Americans young and old,
— sleeping
White,maleand female
thing
Blackand
else?
Scan Reid, Austin L. Burton and JC Santos. Signed say similar-sounding things since
I'monly21yearsold,and Iwould
COMMENTARIES REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT Sept. 11,2001 Andyoucouldprobfeel as if I were disrespecting my
NECESSARILY OF THE SPECTATOR, SEATTLE UNIVERSITY OR ITS ablyreplace "9-11" with "the war" late grandfather on my mom's side
or, unfortunately in some cases, and my late great-grandparents on
STUDENT BODY.
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OnlineEditor

Jamila Johnson,News Editor
Nate Zell, Sports Editor
JC Santos,Opinion Editor
Michael Quiroz,Features Editor
Christina Soghomonian,A & E
Editor
Mark Bonicillo,Copy Editor
Amy Howell, PhotoEditor

—

my dad's side not to mentionev—
eryone else whohelped raise me
if something that happenedinNew

diversity

Keeping Watch Since1933

NicoleRetana, Editor-in-Chief
Austin L. Burton, Co-Managing
Editor, Copy Editor
Scan Reid,Co-Managing Editor,

"Schindler's List" or "Roots." But
what went wrong in these people's
livesthat preventedthemfromlear-

Abby Laxa,Staff Photographer
Seth Cooper,Editorial Artist
MeganMyers, Staff Cartoonist
Bonnie Lav,Business Manager
Maria Villa, AdvertisingManager
GregBoudreau,Distribution
Manager
Tomis Guillen, Advisor
Staff writers:Ryann Cooper,
Kimburly Ervin,Marissa Cruz,

Jean Wahlborg.

The Spectator is the official student newspaper of Seattle University.
It is published every Thursday, except during holidaysand examination
periods, for a total of 28 issues during the 2002-2003 academic year.
POSTMASTER:Sendaddress changes to: The Spectator,Seattle
University,900 Broadway,Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S. No.2783

MAIL:

TheSpectator Letters to theEditor
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Ithink Iwasmaybe three or four
years old when that happened.How
sad it is that it took somepeople 15,
20, maybe even40 years tolearn the

same lessons.
Austin L Burton is a junior
journalismmajor. Contacthimat
burtona1@seattleu.edu.
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Yorkand D.C.while Iwasin Pullman did the trick for me. (Hey, I
neversaid Ididn't vividly remember where Iwas that day.)
Ihave always been thankful that
Iwas not sheltered growing up.
Seeing some people's reactions to
—
atrocities like 9-11 and down to
minor things like having their car
broken into is areminder of why
having wool pulled over youreyes
earlyon onlyleavesthem sensitive
and easily irritatedlater in life.
See, once upon a timeIhad my
own 911 experience, the time "I
Will Never Forget." Notice Isaid
"911," not 9-11. Iremember my
familycominghome fromKFCand
findingour house had been robbed.
On that day, Ilearned the lessons
everyone said they learnedon Sept.
1 1, 2001: Youcan't trust what you
think is safe; material things don't
matter all that much; family is important;don't sweat the small stuff;
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So long Sea-town, but first, a few pointers
feel the city has a lot to learn. For
one, this city has to realize that not
everyone is a die hard, bleeding

when compared tocertainindividuals at this school.And while Ican't

to where I
feel comfortable, Iwill Istillhatethe facthe has you.What
greatly miss several people. First makes Darby even hotter are her
off, the entire Spectator staff, and two friends. Not those two male
—
especiallyScanReid youguysgot friends, but her friends Kate and
me through this year. When I
felt I Robin. Together the three of them
friends,
had no
when Ifelt com- form what I
can only call a triforce
pletely unaccepted, you picked up of hotness.
the pieces and built me back up. I Ialso must confess, that Iam in
can honestly say that because of love with the entire girl's soccer
knowing you guys, Iam a better team! WOW, may Iplease shake
person. And to Scan, you were my that coach's hand.Myonly request
first and closest friend at SU; if it is to get some brunettes and red—
wasn't for youduring winter quar- heads in the mix that would be
ter, I
don't know whoIwouldhave awesome! While all of them are
beautiful, Lindsey holds a special
talked to.
In Xavier, Imust mention Ryan place in my heart...maybe it's beand Alvin. Together we formed an cause she actually knows Iexist.
awesomecombo, and you guys are
Megan Myers, Kimburly Ervin
the friends you remember for life. andMaria Villa,youguys make the
When Ileave next week,it won'tbe Spec staffthatmuchhotter.Iwould
a goodbye, but a simple "see ya have asked every single one of you
later." It isharder to leave because out, had Ibeen older, and had the
of the new found friendships I
have guts.If any oneofthe abovegirls is
started to form this last quarter. willing to do the long distant relaAdam and Darby, you two were tionshipthing,byallmeansgiveme
some ofthe quickestpeople toever a call. You are all worth the $250
understand me, and it is hard to flight to seeyou,even ifit's just for
leave that. Adam, keep up with the the weekend.
writing,you always have a floor to
Sothat'sit folks.Seattle youhave
crash on in L.A. as you write your your problems, so get to work on
masterpiece.
them and when Icome to visit I'll
And now, for what many have give you an update on how you
been waiting for, it is timefor me to doing. Well, in the words of Bob
confess my secret crushes or girls I Dylan, "Good-bye is too good a
simply think are hot but never told word babe,so I'lljustsay, fare thee
so. Thefirst is Darby. You truly are well."
speechless,and one hell of a catch.
You were one of my first crushes at Mike Ouiroz is a freshman
SU, and even though Ithink your journalismmajor. Contacthimat
boyfriend is one hell ofa swell guy. quirozm1@seattleu.edu

name names,but Ithink they know
heartliberal. You guysclaim to be who they are. These are thekindof
liberalandopenminded,but frankly people who ignore you, talk behind
youneed to work on thelatter.Just yourback, and neverseemto think
becausesomeonedoesn't agree with what they say eventually gets back
your view, doesn't make it wrong. to you.But yet, when they want to
I
hate to break it toyou, butBush is borrowyour Playstation 2 to watch
not the root of all evil, nor is the DVDs, they suddenly become the
MIKE QUIROZ
RepublicanParty. Iwould be will- friendliest people around and bat
ing to bet many SU alumni will their eyes and attempt to look flatFeatures Editor
Wow, my first of year of eventually switchover to the dark teringandgetsomethingthey want.
college. .whata bust,huh? When I side once they startmakingmoney. Well, they failed in both respects
—
However, Ihave learned a lot (especially in their attempt to look
firstcame toSeattle,manypeople
including friends,family and even from Seattle, and while Imight flattering)...and they seemed to
me— thought that Iwould make a complainandmakefun ofitsoverly think Iwas the anus when Ididn't
home for myselfhere. We were all political mindset, it is nice to see give in. To those kind of people
wrong. Oh, so very wrong.
peoplesopassionateabouttheworld (rememberthis is just an example
University
AsI
exitSeattle
at the around them. On another note, Se- of thosekindof people),I
am glad
of
I
know
I attle, yourPC sense ofhumorneeds to be leaving you, and you have a
year,
my
end
freshmen
shall not return. Instead, Iwill be to lighten up. Take the stick out of lot to learn about life and social
attending school in sunny L.A. there and start realizing that jokes relations. When Icomeback to visit
wherethebreastsare fake and poli- arejustjokes,andthat youshouldn't SU sometime, please do not be
present.
tics don't really matter...a far cry take them too seriously.
from Seattle.
Thepolitical waysof this city do
To the people who think Idon't
Now Idon't hate Seattle, but I not annoy methat much, atleast not like you, I
really do.In fact, besides
the type of people mentioned
above. .1don't hateany one. While
Imight have had my fights and
fallouts withseveral people,I
know
row,Iwillonly havecompleted 67 in my heart that you guys are incredibly goodpeople.So toany one
credit hours at SU.
might have pissed off,I
am sorry.
The fact thatIhave earned a 3.71 I
I
am not thatsocial of a guy and I
eyes
GPA means nothing in the
of
really
policy-makers who award honors comeoffrather cynical, butI
don't
hate
you.
to SU students. Please excuse me
leave,itis a very bittersweet
AsI
for sounding ungrateful or unapmoment
in my life. While Iknow I
preciative of my time at SU.I
was
to
escape
need
this city and getback
veryfortunate toreceive a first-rate
education and Imet some terrific
students and teachers during my
Dave Yusen
timehere.
Spectator Columnist
All the same,I
cannot help feelOnJune15,SeattleUniversity's ing
argument was the faultiest and was
abit
cheated.
graduating class, myself among
thankfully done away with quickly.
Where isthe pot ofgoldat theend
them, willcelebrate itsrite ofpasThe imageof a violent, vengeful
of myrainbow? Where ismy hood,
sage at commencement.This celpothead
should be one foreign to
my honors?
ebration commemorates the fruiin contrast to a
many,
especially
Part of me cannot argue withthe
tion of years of study and hard
alcohol, where
as
depressant
such
place for the
current
work withtheultimatereward:an awardingsystem in
and
car accidentsare much
rape
date
of honors.On one hand,
B_by 11sheet of paper.
more common.
SUdoes
notwant
astudent totransTogether, we will file into the
The health effects of marijuana
Washington State Convention & ferin withmediocre grades,attend
are also not to be taken lightly,but
the school for a quarter or two and
Trade Center, Ballroom 4E, our thengraduate
they are something that should be
Chris iberle
SummaCumLaude
families lookingproudly on filled
openly between parents
Spectator
Columnist
discussed
canagree this would devalue
with happiness that we have ar- evenI
children,
marijuana,Iwill
If 1smoke
kill and
withoutmisinformaachievements of long-time SU
rivedat this day.There wewilljoin the
in acar accident.IfI
someone
smoke
to get in the
propaganda
tion
and
students.
rowuponrowofjoyful andexcited
marijuana,Iwill getpregnant orget way.
Perhaps amiddle ground canbe
seniorsdonnedin theblack graduAt the very least, the advertiseachieved. Maybe for transfer stu- someoneelse pregnant,possibly by
ationrobes of SU.
marijuana,
If
1
ments
could involve actual inforrape.
smoke
Iwill
between,let's
For some,anacademichoodwill dents whohavetaken
a gun. And my mation and logic rather than scare
my
shoot
friend
with
accompany theblackrobesignify- say 60and 90creditsatSUandhave personal favorite: ifIsmoke mari- tactics, whichsimply raise the level
from a major four-year
ing that the recipient has received transferred
use, asa few studieshave shown.
averageofGPAscan juana, Iam supporting terrorism. of
an
university,
honors by achieving over a 3.5
Although thelast of theseideas has
As far as health effects much of
beused.While at theUniversity of
gradepoint average.
been scrapped for now, the others the harm remains to be seen. A
ArizonaI
receiveda3.53GPA,and
Honors are broken down into atSUa3.7lGPA...solet'ssee,mat
remain in advertisements and tele- study came out in 1995 by the Britthreedifferent categories:A grade
vision spots, sponsored by the ish medical journal, Lancet, after
point averageof3.50 to3.69earns would be a 3.62 GPA for honors money-guzzling Partnership for a 30 years of research, stating that
purposes.
one the designation Cum Laude,
Drug Free Americaand the Office "the smokingofcannabis,evenlong
Fair or unfair,I
will not be wear3.70-3.89 Magna Cum Laude and ing
term, isnot harmfultohealth."Many
an honors hood on June IS. of National Drug Control Policy
a gradepoint average of3.90-4.00 However, will graduating
(ONDCP).
more researchprojects have shown
Summa CumLaude. The decora- somethingI be special. with
allegations
All
of
these
of
viothat marijuana doesn't kill brain
far more
A few lent, pot-smoking "terrorists"
tion of honors is meant to reward
cells,is not highly addictive, is not
are
agoI
wasexplaining to my
studentsforacademicachievement months
quite misleading, especially com- a "gateway drug".
disappointed
motherhow
I
wasthat
atSU.
to other drugs which legally
pared
The extenuating effects of these
receiving honors.
However,itisnotbestowedupon Iwould not be
market,such as alcohol
propaganda
exist
on
the
machines include our
"Cheer up," she said, "you will aleveryone whohasearned superior
The
United
States
seems
to have a overcrowded prisonsystem, where
waysbe graduating withhonors in
marks. A small minority of stumy
eyes."In theend,maybe that is problemindiscerning itsgooddrugs averageoffenders serve more than
dents,includingmyself,failintoa
all that matters. So, at graduation, from its bad drugs and we pour 3years.Undersome circumstances,
unique category. You see, to reduring all the hand shaking and millions of dollars every year into life sentences have been handed
ceivehonors atSUa student must hoopla,
come sayhello to me.I
will programs meant to discourage out.Don't want to keeppaying for
have completed at least 90credit be
people
using marijuana. In prisonsand legalfees?Decriminalthe one graduating "Mommy turn, from
hours at SU.
the target audiences increase ize marijuana. About 734,000
CumLaude."
I
transferredhere after three years
the use ofthe target drug.
people were arrested in 2000 for a
at the University of Arizona in Dave Yusen is a senior public
cammarijuana-relatedoffense. Ofthose,
The multimillion dollar
Tucson.At the timeof mygradua- relations major. ContactMmat paigns are simplybecomingridicu- 88 percent were simply for possestion,a little over two weeks from yusend2@seattleu.edu
lous. The "supporting terrorism" sion. The War on Drugs, which is
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Robbin' hoods

Decriminalize marijuana
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being waged on many drugs other
than marijuana, has been a failure.
In many cases, by decreasing the
supply of the drug, the street value
has increasedsignificantly. Itseems
as ifeverythingthe governmentdoes
simply wastes money and adds to
the problem of drug use.
Iam not advocatingusing marijuana. Iam advocating a factual,
logical, and open dialogue about

marijuana and its effects.
America needs to recognize the
lives that the criminalization of
marijuanahas ruined, the money it
has wasted,and the ignorance it has

bred.
Compared to alcohol and binge
drinking, marijuana's dangers are
significantly lower.Ourculture has
set the wrong priorities,searching
to destroy a menace that doesn't
exist through scare tactics, while
alcoholcompanies areable tosit by
and reap the profits. The prohibition of alcohol didn't work. Why
shouldtheprohibitionof marijuana?
Educatingon health effects should
beleft up to schooling and parents,
not profiteering anti-drug companies.The legal age for both alcohol
and marijuana shouldbe 18, allow-

ing for proper experienceand education tooccur, witha lesserchance
for exposure in less than educational settings. Ican vote, smoke
my way to cancer, and die for my
country, but Ican't have a beer or
light upa joint.Seemskindof backwards to me.

Chris Iberle is a freshman
Journalism major. Contact him
atiberle @seattleu.edu

FOOTNOTES

Campus

Voice

your graduation,living or dead,
who wouldit be?

Nothing
Happened
Last Week

FACELESS REBEL
Last weekopened witha particularly gruesomestoryasprovidedby

"My dad, becausehe's
probably the smartest person
I've ever met in my life, andhe
"
died ten years ago.
Jaime Grubb, criminal

"Professor Doyle. He is really

passionate about what he teaches. His
—
classes were interesting never "
boring. That's always a good thing.
MELISSA REYES, NURSING, SENIOR

reliable source Lauren, the impeccable administrative assistantin the
Seattle University Communication
Department. Lauren spoke of a
man's attempt to gain asylum
from the British government
though a radicalhunger strikein
which the gentleman sewed up
his mouth,as wellashis eyes and
ears. According to Reuters on
Wednesday, May 28, the man, an
Iranianrefugeenamed AbasAmini,
fled to Britain two years agounder
the impression hewould gainsanctuary,only to recently discover the
country's Home Office would appealhis asylum. Aminiclaimed he
wastorturedin Iran, and anassociate also said he suffered repeated
mock executions and ayearinsolitary confinement.
At the time of the article's publication, Amini' s facial orifices remained shut courtesy aneedle and
thread. A friend of the mutilated
protestortoldReuters, "Ihavebeen

justice, sophomore

asking him, I'm begging him all
along to stop such a protest, because we don'tbelieve that people
killing themselves will solve
anything...To take some medicationor to takesome fluid.Unfortu-

natelyhis eyeslook verysore.Sadly
theinfection seems to have already
started aroundhis eyelids.He is in
huge pain."
Less all you readers despair,
though, the Amini's truly vomitinducing story appears to have a
relativelyhappyending.Lauren reported that British officials apparently consented to retaining the
man's asylum, and hopefully,
rushedhim to the finest health care
and face-repairing facility in the
wholedamncountry.

"God, reason being...it's God!
What more do I
need to say?"
EricHolt,history,junior

"Oscar Wilde, because
" he'd
be really witty.
megan beade,
English, sophomore

WELL BABY
Irrational news appeared again
last Wednesday, when an Indian
woman suffering labor pains inexplicably jumpedheadlonginto
a 50-foot well. Minutes later, the
woman gave birth to a baby boy,
according to the Associated Press.
The 28-year-old woman named
Eswari and.her son were successfullyrescued bynearby villagers of
the country's southernregion who
heard the child's cryingemanating
from the well.Motherand childleft
in good conditionand local newspaperssoonbegantoquickly scribe
headlines thelikes of, "It's a delivery 'well' done." Hardy har har.

ithair-brained if you must,but the
figures don't lie: illegal deforestation is downinall the areas where
the elephants patrol, so says the
Nature Conservation Agency of
NorthBengkuluonSumatraIsland.
In the apt words of the Jakarta
Postnewspaper, "Most of the time,
illegal loggers run away when the
seean elephant coming straight at
them." Yeah, so does everything
else.

KILLER CROWS
Speaking of animals at war, an
Ananova.comreport onFriday,May
30 revealed the current plight of
Germancitizensbeing besiegedby
thousands of attacking crows. Recently, nature's peskiest and
blackest bird, second only to the
raven, has been on a terror campaign against the German people.
Ananova reported that crows have
been swooping and pecking at
people'sheads and necks, causing
minor wounds and even sending
quite a few individuals to local
emergency rooms. Saxony's Environment Minister,Steffen Flathof
theChristianDemocrats,became
fed up withthenuisance andlifted
the region's ban on crow shooting, effectivelyencouraging each
and every German hunter, gun
ownerandmailcarrier to takeup
arms and shoot thebirds dead.
The act certainly couldn't have
arrived a moment too soon. The
most recent casualties by crow include one womanpeckedby at least
20 birds while she walkedher dog
in Hamburg, and the 30 or so newborn lambs slaughtered by a flock
inHettstedt.
MILEHIGH SEX
Anotherreportoftheinternational
'
community s sexualliberation bombarded American shores last Sunday,Jun. 1,asking thatpivotal,ageold question: Just where are the
U.S.'s airlinebrothels and when
are they coming?
SeemsthefolksinSantiago, Chile
have aleg up overUncle Sam with
the Fiorella brothel, a service that
offersmale clients a flight over the
city along with the companionship
of not one but two lovely ladies.
According to Reuters, a spokeswomanfor Fiorella saidflights also
accommodate group sessions.
Each regular session runs $500
and comes complete with fruit and
champagne, as well as the
preselected"flight attendants" who
speak more thanone language and
age from 18 to 26 yearsold.Meow.

"Woof"

ROMIT,GIANT
SCHNAUZER

"Myself,for my 15minutes offame."

JOSEPH PISANO, E-COMMERCE, SENIOR

MICHAEL QUIROZ / FEATURES EDITOR
SEANREID / CO-MANAGING EDITOR
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KILLER ELEPHANTS
In an effort to shield their precious forestsfrom chainsaw-wielding loggers, Indonesian rangers
have raised an army of unstoppable elephants to guard their
trees.The AssociatedPressreported
last Thursday,May 29thatthe rangers have trained 28 elephants to
spring into action and attack at the
soundofthe nearest chainsaw.Call

Scan Reid will be spending
the rest of the summer flying
overthe capitalofChile.Ifyou'd
like Nothing Happened Last
Week toreturn in the fall,you're
encouraged to send any kindworded
emails
to
spectator@seattleu.edu and
reids@seattleu.edu. Adios
muchachos!

